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EDITORIAL

Vol. 2 No. 11

Managing Aid Towards
Self-Reliance
Foreign Aid has undoubtedly become a generalised - if
widely accepted - feature of the economies of most
developing countries. In some of our countries, aid inflows
supersede the amounts earned through exports and general
trade with other countries. The question of aid is but a
reflection of the abject dependence of most developing
countries. For us in Africa, this has become the inescapable
reality. There are therefore a number of questions which
arise in the context of our subject. First, what has been the
overall impact of aid on developing countries? We might
not

also wish to consider

of the

shortcomings of
development assistance and to what extent it has distorted
the economic and social life of the recipient countries. What
has been the level and content of the disparity between the
donors’ perspective and that of those recipients who have
had to express a viewpoint on these matters? How real has
been the risk of development assistance being divorced
from reality, and in what important respects? What changes
and developments can recipients expect of their donors in
some

this era of economic crises
not to mention mass poverty
and mass starvation in developing countries?
The questions are many and varied and we might not be
-

-

able to consider all of them in such a discussion. But we will
have done well even if the discussion were to be confined
to an examination of whether the "aid industry" is to become

integral pait of our "development" or is indeed an engine
genuine development. In other words, it is imperative
that developing countries should seek to ensure that aid is a
supplement - and not a substitute - to a well-thought out
development strategy that will see us out of the economic
and political crises that presently afflict our countries.
an

of

Unless that is

done, aid will become institutionalised as

an

"industry" which reflects at worst our abject dependence on
foreigners and, at best, the fact that our economies are now
extension of the economies of the donor countries.
Above all, we should seek to establish the precise

an

pre-conditions under which foreign assistance could - and
should
become an aid towards genuine development.
Obviously, this is a most daunting challenge, especially in
the light of the foregoing analyses of the historical and
-

economic bases of aid itself. But it would be facile and
defeatist to throw up our arms in despair at our own
condition. It is the duty of the analyst and public sector

strive to transcend these problems. The
of aid towards self-reliance must therefore
include, inter alia, the following:
First, identification of the causes of underdevelopment and
dependence in individual and respective countries; second,
assessment of the Capacity of the State Stnictures in dealing
with development problems; third, establishment of a Policy
Dialogue', and fourth, establishment of a Coordinatory
manager to
management

2

Framework.

The lack of coordination of aid, most apparent in Africa,
has given rise to a variety of effects which reduce aid’s

potential value. There are four main ones:
(i) the lack of coherence between aid projects and
programmes and a development strategy;
(ii) the proliferation of projects and types of equipment
supplied when too many donors are at work in the same
sector;

(iii) inadequate budgeting for the complementary costs
(recurrent expenditures, foreign exchange, skilled
manpower) of aid projects; and
(iv) the burden on recipient administrations. Clearly, all
these problems can be ameliorated by better coordination
on the part of the recipient countries.
On the other hand, lack of coordination invariably
reflects the weakness of the state structures, the lack iif a
policy dialogue and therefore the undue dominance of
donor countries and their agencies. It is no secret that there
are many of our countries that are today at the mercy of
donor agencies who arc able to influence the content and
direction of policy. In turn, it is in such situations that
dependence on aid can lead to a further reduction in the
recipients’ will for good management
What, then, should be done to enhance management of
.

aid?

(a) Establish a policy dialogue with donors: some donors
increasingly sympathetic to discussing with recipients a
list of priorities and might even agree on the basis of a plan
presented by the recipient country, on a division of
responsibility between the donors themselves.
(b) Limit the effects of aid-tying by acquiring more
information about costs and prices of plant, equipment and
supplies; and thereby be able to reject aid proposals which
are over-priced.
(c) Consider the sustainability of aid: i.e. the ability of aid
activities to be sustained after donor funding has ended.
(d) Encourage donors to take a longer view, in keeping w ith
the Development Plan of a recipient country.
This issue of aid management has become so serious that
some countries have instituted Ministries of Cooperation,
arc

tasked

to

deal with the

enormous

aid flows that threaten

to

submerge and distort the economic and social policies of
the nation. But in all cases, aid management should be
viewed in the context of the broad
economic policies. Indeed, the purjiose

macro

and micro

of aid should be to
make countries independent of aid. But the proce.ss has to
begin with the establishment of the pre-conditions for
development, a well-thought out development strategy, and
the political will and managerial capacity to understand and
promote economic self-reliance. This is a major task. •
S.4PEM AUGUST. FAS'y
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Socio-Political

Implications of
Development Assistance
Renato Constantino
An earlier version

of this article was presented at the SIDA workshop on "Development Assistance
for the 1990s", Stockholm, Sweden, 1989, and has been specially edited for this issue of SAPEM.
An assessment of official

development
(ODA) is inextricably linked to
a discussion of the nature of the
development process that ODA is
promoting or
encouraging in recipient countries of the
assistance

Third World.

viewpoint of the Third
World, ODA should be examined from
the perspective that development is
meaningless if it does not lead to the attainment of genuine economic and political independence by an underdeveloped
country.
ODA and the Debt Crisis

First, it can be stated categorically that
the debt crisis which torments the

developing countries is partly

a conse-

of ODA itself.
known, an increasing portion

As is well

of the so-called ODA from developed
countries is being released in the form of

project and commodity loans. More importantly, ODA generally paves the way
for the entry of private loans and investments

from the international banks.

Shortly after martial law was declared in
the Philippines in 1972, the World Bank,
a major conduit of
ODA, declared the
country as a "major area of concentration". In 1973-75, development assistance
from multilateral institutions such as the
World Bank and Asian Development
Bank and bilateral sources like the
USAID and OECF flowed in
amounts in

significant

support of the infrastructure

and other

"developmental" programmes
Society". This was followed by a massive flow of private foreign
of Marcos’ "New

loans in the second half of the 1970s.
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development assistance and foreign loans
and investments was further reinforced in
the 1980s when the WB and similar in-

stitutions, in line with President Reagan’s
formally stressed the
importance of privatisation and
deregulation as state policies and the role
of "co-financing" in funding developmental projects.
Encouraging the flow of private loans
and investments in the country is not bad
perse, especially if the funds are meant to
strengthen and expand the productive
capacity of industry and agriculture
economic thrusts,

From the

quence

The close correlation between

within the framework of national

sovereignty and

a

self-sustaining pattern

of economic

growth and development.
But the problem lies precisely in the
failure of development assistance to
respect such a framework. Instead, ODA
helps set up a development framework
that ties the Third World to the international division of labour leading to deeper

political and economic dependence of
the country on foreign capital.
In fact, the debt crisis in many countries
is the direct offshoot of the development
framework foisted
which

used

on

them in the 1970s

justify the massive
borrowings in that decade.
—

was

to

The debt crisis is the outward manifestation of the failure of this development
framework which most developing
countries have now adopted as their own.
The World Bunk

Development

Framework

Briefly, it posits that a labour-surplus,
underdeveloped economy can prosper
only if it pursues an outward-looking

strategy based on labour-intensive export
goods. This is a beguilingly simply approach to the twin problems of unemployment and underemployment.
However, to the theoreticians ofjhe
transnational corporations and IMF-WB
group, such an economic prescription fits
well into their global design of recasting
the world along the new production patterns

where the industrialised countries

specialise

on

technology, skills and

re-

search-intensive industries while the

developing countries concentrate on lowtechnology, labour-intensive and energyconsuming industries. In such a division
of labour, the TNCs naturally play the
leading role.
For the strategy to work, the IMFWorld Bank reouire Third World

countries to

adopt a series of so-called
adjustments", e.g. removal of
protectionist measures like tariff protection and strong currencies and open-door
policy to foreign investments, incentives
to export-oriented industries, etc. The
most painful requirement is the restriction of labour rights since the outwardlooking strategy assumes that the
country’s "comparative advantage" lies in
cheap labour and to realise this, unions
and labour rights had to be repressed to
"structural

decrease

or

freeze the

cost

of labour.

Implementation of the Strategy
How has this strategy

been imple-

mented? First, the economic technocrats

favoured

by the IMF-WB group are appointed by the government. Secondly,
and more importantly, the IMF-WB
group and the leading sources of development assistance created in the
early

1970s, the Consultative Group of Creditor
Countries. Chaired

by the World Bank,
this Consultative Group has been preparing annual economic reports on each
debtor country based on the above
development framework. These reports
eventually get translated into official
development plans and "Letters of Intent"
to the Ih^F, In short) they hecome the
basis for "development assistance" coming from members of the Consultative
Group.

experience of Sweden, the United States
and other countries shows that industrialisation and other developmental
issues should not be approached in this
manner. Agro-industrial development
requires an integrated approach and a
balancing of domestic and export requirements. For mstance, labour-mtensive industries will häve ^rester success if
they are supported by cheap inputs
produced by some medium and heavy in-

this development framework leads
countries to a bottomless debt trap,

political policies. Hence, each ODA nation not only tends to pass on to recipient

dustries of the country.

nations its economic and

ODA

Philosophy of Donor Nations

It cannot be denied that the ODA
,

,

na-

....

opment t roug t
expression of their
foreign affairs poUcy, which is an extensiOTUQti^TTkottHdmcitlo^QlccotiofTiicQftd

political biases

Foreign Aid
As it

The Failure of the World Bank and
IMF

Strategy

What is untenable is the reduction

by

the proponents of the outward-looking
strategy of the development

is, the outward-looking strategy,
pursued by the majority of Third World
countries for nearly two decades already,
has failed to wipe out the massiveproblems
qJ’ unemployment and underemployment.

but also seeks to utilise such aid-giving ex-

ercises in a manner that will maximise its

political and economic clout in the receiv-

ing nations.
The Swedish and Nordic Case

trusts of a while a number of labour-intensive and

country into a simplistic Either-Or
proposition - labour-intensive or wpital

export-oriented or homeoriented, outward-looking or mwardlooking.
Posed in such a manner, their strategy
easily wins the debate. But the historical
-intensive,

4

export-oriented enterprises did emerge,
they are not enough to offset the losses
arising from the collapse or stagnation of
home-oriented industries; moreover,
their rise has become the justification for

the repression of labour. And worse, the

reorganisation of the

economy

based

^he

case of Sweden as a donor nation
different in the sense that she has

^een

a

aid started
an

colonial power. Also,

Swedish

moral

responsibility and
expression of solidarity based on supas a

port for national independence of nations
that

are

weaning themselves

away

from

on
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989
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former colonisers and the big powers.

Sweden has

Be-

global political and
strategic interests, her aid programme is
relatively free from the motivations associated with major aid donors, with the
exception of some signs of interest on the
part of certain private sectors.
cause

no

In multilateral institutions like the

World

Bank, there may be unanimity
among the donor countries simply because they all believe in the general

philosophy of development that these inare applying globally. But in
bilateral programmes, some special features do emerge in the relationships between donor and recipient countries.
Certain ODA nations naturally try to
maintain or even expand their politicostitutions

economic influence in their former

its economic influence in almost all parts
of the world by using largely economic

to

tools,

security.

among

them development assis-

tance.

protect herself, that is, to strengthen

her

own

food,

raw

material and energy

Two, Japanese ODA was used to

Japan’s development assistance
started in the mid-1950s when her

rehabilitated economy began looking

for-

facilitate Japahese

investments in certain
industries, mainly the labour-intensive
and low-technology industries which

ward. The assistance, dubbed as

were

reparations, went to the
neighbouring Asian countries which
Japan had invaded during the war. The
rehabilitation assistance helped cultivate
an overseas market for Japanese goods as
the assistance, mostly in grants, came in
the form of Japanese products.
In the mid-1960s, yen loans replaced
reparations as the main form of development assistance. This marked the period

Japanese-run ADB has been actively
promoting this emerging regional
division of labour between Japan and

Japanese

war

being phased out in Japan. The

other Asian countries.
The ADB and other channels of

Japanese ODA have also strengthened
Japan’s economic intelligence on the
recipient countries. Some ODA projects
like natural

resources

strategic data which

surveys generate

are

sometimes not

colonies through development
tance. And if funds allow, they use

assisODA
to penetrate other countries as well.
ODA nationals with no colonising experience use development assistance as
one way of
expanding their influence in
the Third World. The fact that ODA can
become a vehicle for economic expansion

explains the intense lobbying by the
private sector of ODA nations to have a
say on how development assistance
should be administered.
One

example of how development

sistance is used to strengthen the

as-

politico-

economic influence of the donor in the

recipient country was exemplified by the
in the
Philippines in the 1950s. In that decade,

American bilateral programme

under the Quirino-Foster Agreement,
the newly-established United States

Agency for International Development
gave not only material assistance but also
deployed American advisers in every important agency of the Philippine government. The

American

result

slavishly proFilipino government and an
highly dependent on the
was

Women’s sewing group

a

economy
American market.

Bilateral Assistance: The

Japanese

of active economic

ship in the establishment of the Asian
Development Bank, the regional clone of

Case

the World Bank.

Certain negative features of bilateral
assistance programmes are amply il-

tures of Japanese

lustrated in the

development assistance
programme of Japan, now the world’s
largest source of ODA.
Japan was a latter-day colonial power
who sought a larger empire through a
global war but lost. Now it has established
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

diplomacy by a resur-

gent Japan as exemplified by her leader-

In the

1970s, two distinguishing fea-

development assistance
prominent. One, the bulk of
Japanese lending and technical assistance went to energy, raw material and
food projects. This was clearly a reaction
to the food, raw materials and energy
crises of the early 1970s. In other words,
Japan was using development assistance
became

shared with ODA

recipient countries

themselves.
From the

foregoing brief historical ac-

it is clear that Japan has used her
development assistance to her own
economic advantage. One of the biggest
beneficiaries of Japanese ODA is her
count,

private sector because Japanese asgenerally tied to the procurement of Japanese goods, which means
ODA funds are simply transferred from
the Japanese government to the Japanese
private companies. The Philippine National Economic Development Authority
own

sistance is

5

(NEDA), in
noted the

a special briefing paper,
following characteristics of

Japanese ODA:
•

•

Tied procurement of goods and services especially for grant assistance;
Flowback to Japan of $0,13 to $0,37

(for civil works) and $0,35 to $1,00 (for
equipment procurement) out of every
dollar due

to tied expatriate services
commodity procurement;
Project preparation, consulting and
engineering services which favour
Japanese firms;
Active lobbying for projects by

and

•

•

Japanese firms; and
•

Controversies in the

cumbered

by governmental red tape and
by a mission to serve the grassroots,
the NGOs are supposed to be more effecfired

tive and efficient in

undertaking developprojects, especially those exposed
to the CO/CD approach
(community organising/community development) in
strengthening small communities. A
number of successful pilot projects handled by the NGOs are also publicised and
held up as models.
ment

But while

a

number of NGOS

are

ad-

mittedly doing
there is also

a

a great missionary job,
need to critically examine

their overall role and

impact in the

privatisation and deregulation programwhich are reducing the role of
governments in delivering needed sociomes,

economic services.

Accordingly, a reduction of the
government’s intervention in social services

be made up

by the added participation by the NGOs. This is a
dangerous proposition. The raison d’etre
why governments are established is
precisely to take the lead in the promotion of the common good. Moreover, it is
not clear how NGOs,
operating in scattered places at micro levels, can deliver
services on a national scope at sustained
can

bidding and

awarding of contracts.
corruption associated with the
manner Japanese ODA has been adThe

ministered surfaced in 1986 when

Japanese
about the

sources

themselves hinted

of ODA and ODA-related
commercial ties by the fallen Marcos
use

regime in accumulating illegal wealth.
However, both the Japanese and the new
Philippine government did nothing to investigate these cases. Today, Japan is the
biggest source of development assistance
for the cash-trapped Aquino administra-

M

tion.

■«

Expensive Japanese Aid

«Ip;

A

significant feature of Japanese
development assistance is that although it
is overwhelmingly in the form of "concessional" loans, it is actually very expensive
for the recipient countries. The reason is
the continuous appreciation of the yen. In
1986-87, the Philippine external debt
swelled from $26 billion largely as a consequence of the appreciation of the
Japanese portion of the foreign debt.
Indeed, Japanese ODA has been very
helpful to Japan itself. In an unpublished
report in November 1980, the Japanese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs defined ODA
as "the cost of
building an international
order to secure Japan’s overall national
security". Japanese ODA is part of
Japan’s economic and political security.
NGOs: Boon

or

Bane?

Lately, there has been great interest in
non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) as alternative receptacles of
development assistance and implementators of development
projects. Unen¬
6

-

Pic.

"...

:

Biddy Partridge

development assistance tends to nurture a mendicant attitude..."

development process.
First, there is a tendency to romanticise
or mystify the role of NGOs in
effecting
changes at the grassroots level. This is
usually done at the expense of the government, which is indirectly criticised for
being bloated and ineffective. In a way,
this presentation serves as some kind of
justification for the World Bank-directed

levels.

While the small is beautiful concept is
in certain instances, it is er-

correct

roneous

to

absolutise such

instance, the industrial

a

precept. For

programme

of

a

country requires a sound mixture of

small, medium and heavy industries. The
important thing is to have a holistic, in-

SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

tegrated approach to pressing socioproblems.

economic

resources
means

The Proliferation of NGOs

The early NGOs were concerned
mainly wth relief or charity services. But
with their proliferation in the 1970s and

1980s, the NGOs

are now

in all kinds of

activities like

advocacy of the rights of the
underprivileged, participatory research,
propagation of certain technologies,
promotion of family planning, environmental protection, development of small
enterprises, etc. It is estimated, for example, that there are not more than
10 000 NGOs in the Philippines alone, the
bulk of which are financed by the USAID
and the religious groups.
These 10 000 plus NGOs are not
united. In fact, they cover the entire
political spectrum from the left to the
right. A number of NGOs have their
respective donor NGOs or agencies from
the west based on political orientation.
The politico-ideological divisions obtaining in certain western countries are
somehow transferred to developing
countries through development assistance channelled through western
agency/NGO-Third World NGO routes. If the
ODA is distributed by the Third World
governments to certain favoured NGOs,
the situation gets murkier and highly
politicised. In the Philippine experience,
development assistance funnelled
through NGOs can contribute to the further division of our society.
Take the

case

ment. Because

of the trade union

move-

of the differences among

the various

donors, labour groups have
split and even exhibit ideological conflicts. The human rights groups are also
rivals in the procurement of foreign funding. There are lawyer groups that have
been organised in protest against certain
legal aid societies which depend on
foreign funding and who are accused of
building up a bureaucracy of lawyers who
are well
paid from funds of their organisations. Many cause-oriented groups have
had to establish separate identities in
order to avail themselves of foreign funding, thus dissipating the energies of
people who otherwise should be united in
a common effort. Moreover,
foreign
funding has had the unwholesome effect
of dissipating efforts to generate financial
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

of

locally, which is
people.

an

effective

of involving

NGOs also contribute to the fostering
a mendicant attitude
among our

people. Some NGOs do nothing but
master the inner workings of donor
agencies and foreign NGOs so that they can
submit project proposals that are likely to
be blessed with funds.

Aid, Corruption and NGOs
If there is

corruption in the government, there is also corruption among
NGOs. In the first place, the NGOs are
subject to the strict accounting and
auditing rules applied to government.
How much the NGOs are receiving and
how they are spent is a mystery to most of
us. But there are anecdotes of
corruption
that filter through the grapevine. The accomplices in corruption include even personnel from the aid-giving agencies.
not

While most of the NGOs describe themselves as "non-sectarian and non-profit",
many are

really profit-conscious and

in

production. It is

abundantly clear
hunger is a function of the social system, a function of the system of production, distribution and ownership of wealth
in a society.
To a certain extent, this also explains
why decades of assistance to cooperatives
in many Third World countries have not
resulted in any significant progress in the
cooperative movement in these countries.
Segmented development, as a consequence of development assistance, can
also occur at a higher level. In the Third
now

that

sec-

tarian.
Of course, some NGOs are doing very
well in the service of the people.

Segmented Development
One

problem related to the 10 000 plus
Philippines is that this leads
to thousands of independent initiatives
which overlap, contradict and compete
with one another. Development becomes
NGOs in the

segmented in character.
This

brings to the fore another feature
of many development programmes and
projects. Development assistance tends
to focus on
quick-gestating "impact"
projects whose success is easily quantified and widely projected. Hence, the
natural tendency to simplify poverty and
underdevelopment problems into
atomised issues that can be positively altered through the application of specific
impact projects.
For

instance, two decades ago, the
problem identified in the Third World by
many ODA agencies was hunger, which
was analysed as a
consequence of low
productivity in the Third World. So the
brilliant solution arrived at was the Green
Revolution to intensify production. ODA
funds flowed towards Green Revolution
research and its propagation. But hunger
has remained endemic despite increases

World, the World Bank-directed

development strategy based on cheap
labour-based exports has tied both the
domestic and agriculture to the global
market through the system of international sub-contracting and has increased the
role of the foreign capital in the overall
management of our economic affairs.
This

development has reduced the role

of the Third World people in the determination of the economic directions of
their countries. While industry is

responding to the demands of the global
market, it is not satisfying the needs of the
people and loca' agriculture to which it
must develop a natural linkage; the same
is true for agriculture which produces
cash crops for the world market to the
detriment of production for local needs.
Impact
As

on

the Peoples: Aid Syndrome

pointed out above, development as-

sistance tends to nurture

a mendicant attitude among the recipients. It can be addictive. Hence, in many cases, recipient

agencies and NGOs, together with their
foreign partners, try hard to design
programmes and projects that will ensure
the continuous flow of ODA funds.

Sometimes, project proponents overdramatise the poverty situation in their
locality just to move the hearts of the
ODA

givers.
Development assistance also develops
native tastes for foreign goods and technology as the Japanese ODA coordinators have known a long time ago.
To the people of the recipient country,
ODA is something accepted as positive in
the belief that ODA projects do not cost
the country a penny. If the assistance is in
loans, they are seen as giveaways because
of the concessional character of the loans.
And when the people see the concrete
7

roads, bridges, dams and other infrastructure built by development assis-

doles and ascribe the
charitable policies.

tance, they naturally develop a
of gratitude to the aid givers.

can

On the other

deep sense

hand, the peoples of some

donor countries feel

huge deficits to its

It is clear that

development assistance
peoples. But it can also divide
them. It can generate goodwill and it can
unite

they have sacrificed
of development assistance. In the Nordic countries,
however, the peoples, to a certain extent,

breed contempt.
ODA can also corrupt both the givers
and receivers. Some ODA officials

have internationalised the need to extend

and vice

so

much in the

name

development assistance in the name of
altruism and solidarity.
But in other countries, once can detect
an undercurrent of resentment by the taxpaying public who believe that they are
making unnecessary sacrifices for the
sake of some God-forsaken region. In the
United States the public complain that
the government is profligate in giving out

"seduce" officials of

recipient agencies,

versa.

Towards

a

New ODA

To avoid these

to be less tied to
strategic imperialist designs like
those of Japan.
Development assistance can indeed
become a positive instrument for
development. But it can also be misused.
Aid must be freely given. Aid must be
extended in the spirit of genuine concern
and solidarity for the less developed
peoples of the world. Aid must also help
strengthen the political and economic independence of the recipient nations.
Therefore, real development assisment programmes seem

grand

Philosophy

negative feelings and

features of ODA, it is important to
redefine the ODA philosophy on the
basis of the

genuine development requirements of both the aid-sending and
the aid-receiving nations. In this regard,
it is worth noting that Swedish develop¬

a

tance is

one

dant after

that will be rendered redun-

period of time because the
receiving nation has developed fully and
rapidly. •
a

The Economics of Donor Assistance
CCLlcb

FllTldcLTl^CL

Former Chairman, Department of Economics, University of Zambia,

now

Senior Public

Servant, Republic of Zambia
An earlier version

of this article was presented at the Nordic Seminar
Zambia, and has been specially edited for SAPEM.
Donor assistance

under close

come

within the

or

aid has

recently

scrutiny especially
of North/Soulh

context

relationships. Donor assistance, which is
also called Official Aid, according to
Teresa

Hayter, constitutes about

of the flow of

a

third

capital to underdeveloped

countries. The other

two

thirds consists

mainly of private bank loans, direct investment and private export credits. Official Aid consists of loans and grants from
government institutions (bilateral aid)
and loans from international agencies
(multilateral aid). Hayter further notes
that "most of the official aid provided is in
the form of loans, usually at relatively low
rates of interest, for specific projects; the
money is usually tied; in other words, it
must be spent on the goods of the country
providing it".
The
Aid
ment
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Origins of Aid

emerged

as an

important instru-

in the North/South

relationship in

the 1950s when

a

number of Third World

countries particularly in
attain the

status

of

Africa, started to
independent nation-

hood.
This

post-Second World War period is
important in the historical development
of aid for
•

The Marshall Plan introduced after

capital was transferred to Europe to
help in the reconstruction of war-torn
Europe.
The creation of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and

Development
(now commonly known as the World
Bank) which was also aimed at
reconstruction of war-torn European
economies but which later

the

Foreign Aid, Lusaka,

of

Europe led to the general belief that
channelling of resources on the same
model to the less developed countries of

the

the Third World could achieve the
results.

same

With the change

in the direction of flow
it also became apparent that apart from a shortage of capital. Third World countries were also terribly short of skilled human resources.
For the capital being transferred to become meaningful in the development
process it was necessary for this capital
transfer to be accompanied by skilled
manpower from the donor countries and
of resources, however,

two reasons:

the Second World War under which

•

on

on

assumed

major role of conduit for developfunds to the less developed

ment

countries of the Third World.
The apparent success of these two initiatives in reconstructing the economies

institutions.

Development Cadres and the Aid
Bandwagon
This led to the creation of

a

cadre of

‘development experts’. This approach,
which started only as a trickle has now
developed into a flood as more countries
and institutions have jumped on the Aid
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

Bandwagon. Due to the large number of
participating countries and institutions, it
has

now

become

even

necessary

for each

participant to let known which country or
institution they originate from by indicating on their vehicles or gates of their
homes the

is

as

of their donor agency.
if each institution is showing off.
name

It

Inspite of this presence of Aid, underdevelopment and poverty do not seem to
be receding. There is probably more
hunger and starvation in Africa today
than before the continent

swamped
with Donor Agencies. It is this lack of
development, inspite of aid, that has led
to new thinking on the whole question of
aid. Some of the views

been

on

was

aid have in fact

provided by prominent people from

the North itself.

Hayter has provided
of quotable quotations:

a

number

Bank, Mr Eugene Black, drumming up
support for aid in the 1950s, said:
Our

foreign aid programmes constitute a distinct benefit to American
business. The three major benefits
are:

(1) Foreign Aid provides

a

substan-

for

United States goods and services.

(2) Foreign Aid stimulates the

development of new overseas
for United States companics.
markets

(3) Foreign Aid orients national
a free enterprise
system in which United States firms
economies towards

prosper.

President

Kennedy (1%1) said:

Foreign Aid is a method by which the
United States maintains a position of
influence and control around the
world and sustains a good many
countries which would definitely collapse or pass into the Communist
Bloc.

President Nixon

(1968 Presidential

Campaign), said:
Let

Senator Hubert

tance

President of USA

Humphrey, later Vice
(1957), said:

I have heard... that people
may

befor food. I
know that was not supposed to be
good news. To me, that was good
news, because before people can
(do) anything they have got to eat.
And if you are looking for a way to
get people to lean on you and be dependent on you, in temxs of their

dependent

come

on us

cooperation with you, it seems to me
that food dependence would be terrific.

In

cooler and

a

therefore hungrier
rear

monopoly as a food exporter
could give the United Stales a
measure ofpower it never had
before
possibly an economic and political dominance greater than that of
.

.

.

—

the immediate

post-World War II

Washington could acquire virtual life and death power over the fate
of multitudes of the needy.

years.

tial and immediate market

can

literature

world, the United States

The former President of the World

us

remember that the main pur-

These five views

USA,

on

aid

are

all from the

principal player in the world
that aid is
recipient
countries. Instead, it aims at securing
foreign markets for the donor country’s
producers, it aims at creating jobs for the
donor country, it is an instrument for
creation of dependence and control, it is
an ideological
weapon etc. These views
are also supported
by a number of examples.
a

power game. The views suggest
not aimed at benefitting the

Aid and International Power
It is

a

known fact that

more

Play

aid flows to

those countries that are more favourable
to the Western ideological system even

though the extent of need in countries
holding alternative ideological views
might be higher. Western donors have in
many cases continued to prop up dietators through aid inspite of publicly
made statements by the same donor
countries

systems
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

Although much of the existing critical

other nations but to

On the same issue of food the CIA office of Political Research had this to say:

The Role of Aid

Teresa

of American Aid is not to help
help ourselves.

pose

on

their belief in democratic

of government.

on aid is on Western aid, assisfrom the Eastern Bloc does not es-

cape the same criticism either. Eastern
Bloc countries’ aid flows to those

countries that

ideological friends. It is
purchase of goods from
the donor countries. In fact, the tying is
even greater in the case of the Eastern
Bloc countries because of the general
shortage of hard currencies in these
are

also tied to the

countries.
Nordic Aid: A Different Phenomena

Nordic countries, namely, Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden are very
small in terms of population size but they
are rich countries and
enjoy high GDP
per capita. They are not involved in the
global power game and therefore their
aid could be said to be free from the world
domination motivations of the big
powers.

Nordic aid is targeted at critical
education and

sectors such as agriculture,

health. These

are

the

need and further the

sectors

of great

projects themselves

service the needs of the poor. In the area
of import support, there has been no tying
of aid to Nordic sources of supply. In fact,
Nordic companies

have to struggle to obforeign exchange at a lime when Nordie countries are providing considerable
foreign exchange support. Nordic import
support has in fact been i ed to good
cause in the struggle
against racist South
Africa through the conditionality that import support funds may not bet
1 to import goods from racist South /\ij ica. .All
the Nordic aid is channelled through official aid agencies, namely, DANIDA,
tain

FINNIDA, NORAD and SIDA and official volunteer

agencies. This guarantees

that aid programmes

reflect the official

policies of the day.
While the picture of Nordic aid
presented above is quite different from
that portrayed in the first part of this
paper, we should not close our eyes to the
government

fact that there could also be

some

worry-

ing issues about this aid. Nordic countries
are part of the international
community
and belong to some international financial institutions whose aid policies may
not be as sympathetic as those of the Nordie countries themselves. As rich

countries, Nordic countries have contributed significantly to the capital of
9

these institutions and

increasingly they
from
these institutions to adopt harsh conditions in the aid policies. For instance,
since Zambia adopted the New
Economic Recovery Programme in 1987,
there is increasing evidence that Nordic
countries may be coming under such
are

bound

to come

under pressure

pressures.

With the recent increase in Nordic aid
to Southern Africa, there has cor-

respondingly been an increase in the
number of development experts from
these countries. These experts are
needed to administer programmes, run

projects and also train personnel to run
projects in future. These experts
are, therefore, very crucial to the success
or failure of these
programmes. It is,
therefore, very important that the role of
the expert is given closer attention.
these

The Nordic

Expert

Because Nordic countries have started

operations in this part of the world only
recently, the search for the right expert to
work on a project can be quite
problematic and yet the failure to find the
right expert can also seriously affect the
effectiveness of the aid being rendered.
Two types of experts can be identified:
•

•

Professionals who

are

in full time

employment with the aid agency.
Experts who are employed on specific
projects on contract. Full time
employees of aid agencies may
probably have already been exposed to
work in the Third World and
not

have

a

so

may

very big problem making the

necessary adjustment. Experts
employed on specific projects on contract may be coming to the Third
World for the first time. For these

ex-

perts the problem of ‘Cultural Shock’
may

be

very

real.

The first problem an expert encounters

coming to the Third World is one of
language. While the donor agencies do
everything to pick experts who can already speak English, there have been
cases where
proficiency of English Ianguage has created problems. While
English is the official language in most
Southern African countries, many of the
people in rural areas or indeed large segments of the urban population do not
speak English at all. The expert has,
therefore, two problems with language.
Getting understood at the official level in
English and getting himself/herself understood at the local level where English
is not spoken.
By local standards, all experts and
volunteers earn very high incomes and,
therefore, their life styles are bound to be
quite different from the local population.
This sets experts apart and may inhibit the
process of getting to know the people he
or she is trying to work with. It should be
upon

remembered that the failure of the

project will most certainly reflect very
badly on the ability of the experts themselves.
Donor

Agencies: Some Grey Areas

A number of criticisms have been ad-

vanced that Nordic

donor

agencies like all
agencies, still prefer to give jobs to

their nationals

even

when there

are

local

people who can do these jobs. It is further
alleged that when a job is given to a local
person, the conditions of service offered
lower than would be the case if a
tional of the donor agency was doing
are

na-

the
job. Among the Nordic agencies for instance the extent of this problem is variable. Some agencies offer more attractive
conditions to locals than others.

Key to the integration
orientation that experts

process

is the

and when they arrive in their project
countries. Some programmes being run
in home countries have not helped much
in this

regard. There have been stories

told of certain orientation

courses

where

negative information is given on the
countries where experts will be going to
work. Some of these orientation

by people \vho

are run

were

courses

last in the

Third World many years back and are,
therefore, not very familiar with the current situation. This creates a lot of con-

fusion in' the minds of the experts when

they arrive. Attempts should be made to
involve people with current knowledge of
the project countries in the orientation
courses.

It would not be a bad idea to even

get local experts to participate in these
courses

which

are

run

in Nordic

countries.

Concluding Remark
The human

factor, as represented by
is very critical in the whole
process of successfully delivering aid.
Getting the right people can go a long way
in ensuring that the project is carried out
correctly. Yet in the case of Nordic
countries, the small size of population will
always mean that the choice will be
the expert,

limited.
The short-term

contracts

under which

of the experts are engaged only go
towards increasing the problem. When an
most

expert is engaged on a two-year contract,
the first year will be spent on settling
down and the last year will be spent on
preparing to leave. This does not leave
much time for

doing the job. In the
the agency may be replacing an
expert who has just started to get across
to the people with one who will never get
to understand the people or the
process,

project. •

receive before
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Foreign Aid and the Role of
Non-Governmental Organisations
Kinfe Abraham
Despite a slow start during the quartercentury after independence, international Private

Development Agencies or
Agencies in par-

Non-Governmental

ticular, have consolidated their roles as
major providers of health, social welfare
and of

educational, environmental and

other services. More

recently, they have

provided technical assistance

to

small

enterprises, including financing, credit or
help (e.g. Technoserve, a USheadquartered international PDA,
provides accounting and marketing assistance). The progress of indigenous
PDAs, if only modest, has also been suSin-kind

tained.
Social Role of PDAs

African cmd international PDAs carry
activities that run the gamut from
traditional direct provision of social services to initiation of innovative enterprise
out

development projects. Some PDAs have
conducted experimental projects
against conventional wisdom and sometimes ignoring close collaboration with
government or business. Large-scale
even

PDAs have also served

as

alternatives

to

public enterprises by running private
hospitals, schools, health clinics and
specialised training programmes'. They
also provide examples of collaboration
between individuals and the state.
PDA Aid Resources

The

growing social role which PDAs
play today is underlined by the growth of
its financial turnover. International
PDAs provide about $1 billion annually
in development and relief assistance to

Africa. CARE, a US-headquartered
PDA that works in Africa as well as other
Third World

regions, has an annual
operating budget of about $350 million,
about the equivalent of the ODA of the
government of Switzerland. Two German
PDAs, Mi^^ricor and Bread for the
World, each have annual budgets of
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

about $140 million, most

of which is spent

in Africa.
In

some

African countries, PDA-

generated assistance represents a major
percentage of all aid received. For instance, 13% of all aid to Burkina Faso
from international PDAs. In

The critictil

importance of the legal,
procedural and institutional measures
and incentives for PDAs is underlined by
several emergent problems such as the
economic crisis in Africa which has led to
drastic cuts on social spending and a

comes

growing popular consciousness which

Kenya, 40% of all health care is provided
through PDAs. In Malawi, one large
PDA entity, the Christian Services Committee of the Churches of Malawi,
provides 40% of all health services.
According to conservative estimates,

demands

14% of the total ODA inflow

to

Africa

through PDAs. At present, many
donor agencies are also making efforts to
channel an increasing proportion of their
ODA through PDA. In its 1986 fiscal
year, for example, the US Agency for Incomes

ternational
$650 million

Development channelled
through PDAs, with the bulk

going to Africa. In the

the
Overseas Development Administration
of the United Kingdom provided £32,5
same year,

million to PDAs. The World Bank has
also stated that while PDAs currently

play a small role in Bank-assisted projects
in Africa, "the Bank experience with
PDAs is growing and, in the main, positive".
PDAs and the

Pluralising Effect in the

Third Worid

The critical role which PDAs

play is
changing the attitude of African governments toward African PDAs.
They now
recognise their potential importance as a
pluralising force in settings often characterised by single party control of
patronage. But the PDA movement warrants even greater attention via
(1)
reforms which simplify operational procedures, (2) guidelines for their activities,
(3) framework of agreement on mutually
agreed targets, and (4) public recognition
of the role indigenous and international
agencies can play in society.

those

more

efficient services than

previously provided.

Given these constraints, PDAs

un-

doubtedly relieve the government of part
of the growing burden of social responsibility by operating schools and nursing
homes at low cost. They also run establishments which are useful because of the

quality and integrity of their services. Indeed, PDAs also play an intermediary
role by helping governments distinguish
between high quality, fee-charging institutions and institutions which provide
poor

service.

In the context of the current crisis,
PDAs have expanded the scope of their

activities. They have, inter alia, contributed to resource allocation through

cost-effective decentralisation of

ser-

vices, introduction of new technologies
and delivery of appropriate training and
technical assistance at the grassroots.
PDAs also link to business. International PDAs presently have ties with mul-

tinational businesses that provide in-kind
assistance and training. At present,
bilateral and also multilateral aid agencies and African governments are also

channelling more and more funds
through PDAs, as mechanisms for reaching grassroots.
PDAs, NGOs and the Private Sector
To date, the extent of the collaboration

which takes place in this sphere is difficult
to

determine due

data.

to

Nevertheless,

cases

lack of documented
current evidence of

of successful collaboration

gathered from several countries seems
convincing. For instance in Senegal, com11

mercial fishermen donated tonnes of
their catch to

help the hungry. In Ghana,

professional association of

unrestricted permission to
from local businesses.

raise funds

women

Similarly in Nigeria, the Pan-Africa

entrepreneurs has established the Zonta

Relief Foundation directed by a handful
of business and professional men and

a

Club, which designs projects to ensure
better living standards in rural areas. The
club also

provides financial assistance to
self-help projects, and provides a mobile
health clinic service to villages not within
easy reach of medical facilities. In Kenya,
Del Monte Corporation, a US-based
multinational business, provides housing
in eight separate villages for 12 000
people, a nursery, primary schools, and a
top-quality secondary school. In Zimbabwe, town councils now permit PDAs

women

together with a Nigerian commer-

cial bank sponsors a team which assesses
the relief needs in Ethiopia. The Nigerian

Integrated Rural Accelerated DevelopOrganisation, a non-profit group of
volunteers, provides funding and knowment

how to assist rural communities.
In

Zimbabwe, Ciba-Geigy, a Swiss
manufacturer, participates in an integrated scheme to improve the productivity of the country’s small-scale farmers.

a

project designed in conjunction with

Zimbabwe’s Department of Agriculture.A PDA in Mali supported by the
General Electric Foundation, provides
funds for a pilot project set up to study
how PDA resources can be pooled

together. Likewise in Zimbabwe, six USare funding a clinic
near the Mozambique border and a
hospital in Zimbabwe.
Finally, however, the role which PDAs
in general and indigenous PDAs in particular can play in the social sphere hinges on how effectively entrepreneurship
is promoted in Africa. •
based multinationals
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ECONOMIC BRIEFING

Structural

SADCC
H. NdorO

Adjustment Programmes in the
Region

Lecturer, Business Studies, University of Zimbabwe

It has not been

possible since the early 1980s to discuss the
developing countries both at a national and
regional level without taking into account what is generally
termed "structural adjustment"

External Indebtedness in the SADCC

economies of the

Region (1985)
Total Debt

The common understanding of the term, which has acquired
somewhat "cliche" and

euphemistic overtones, is taken to
implementation of a set of economic
policies designed to achieve a balance in the external sector of
a national
economy and promote comparative advantages in
the domestic sector. In doing so, these policies have had both
economy-wide and sectoral effects. Two international
financial organisations, namely the World Bank and the IMF
have been the prime sponsors both intellectually and
financially of such structural adjustment programmes. The
standard IMFAVorld Bank "stabilisation" prescription applied
to any country with minor variations, includes the
following
principal ingredients:
mean

•
•

the concerted

devaluation of the national currency;
deflation of economy through measures

such at the

reduction of government expenditure especially that on
social services and subsidies to the poor and wage earners;
•

freeze

•

decontrol of

•
•
•

on

domestic credit

especially to the state;

price interest rates;
removal of import and foreign exchange controls;
privatisation of parastatal bodies; and
general reliance on "market forces".
This external intervention in macroeconomic management

certainly will have significant effects on the national
economies taken individually and additionally, most likely
have implications on regional economic integration
endeavours of the "adjusting" countries. The aim of this article
is a broad overview evaluation of SAPs (Structural Adjustment
Programmes) in SADCC countries primarily in terms of their
effects on regional integration objectives of the organisation.
Many SADCC countries have had to, either explicitly
(Zambia, Mozambique, Tanzania, Malawi) or implicitly —
(Zimbabwe) — adopt IMF and World Bank supported
stabilisation and structural adjustment programmes to obtain
emergency balance of payments assistance and badly needed
external finance. The table shows the heavy external
indebtedness of the SADCC region.
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

Debt Services

US$ million
Zimbabwe
Botswana

Lesotho

2156,7
570,3

Tanzania

244,1
1 073,0
260,4
3 356,1

Zambia

4

Malawi
Swaziland

775,0

Mozambique 1 599,9
1 795,0
Angola
Total

15

829,0

Requirements
(1986-1990)

in US$ million

Official

Private

Total

464,19

42.9

253,3-t-

24.9
3,9
107,2
9,6
261,5
510,7

407,0
278,2

46,1
212,8
110,6
943,9
1152.8
1599.9
1 795,0
6 677,6

1947,1

50,0
320,0
120,2
1

205,4

1

763,5
1599,9
1 795,0
8 624,7

Source:

Organisation of African UmXy, African Priority
Programme
As of 1985, the SADCC states collectively owed

some

US$16 billion in external debt, and had debt service rations
of about 35% on the average. Between 1986-1990, the SADCC
members are expected to pay USS9 billion in interest and

principal. On the average, about 36% of the region’s export
earnings now go to debt servicing although countries such as
Tanzania and Zambia must direct

export
In

as

much

as

100% of the

earning towards debt.

1980, Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique,

Swaziland and Zimbabwe formed the Southern Africa

Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) with four
development objectives:
the reduction of economic dependence, particularly, but
not only in the Republic of South Africa;
•
the forging of links to create a genuine and equitable
regional integration;
•
the mobilisation of resources to promote the
implementation of national interstate and regional
policies; and
•
concerted action to secure international cooperation
within the parameters of the strategy for economic
•

liberation.

Hoping to avoid the major pitfall of the conventional
market approach (that of favouring the more
developed members) the SADCC member states decided on
a strategy in which infrastructural facility and productive
capacity in each of the countries were to be strengthened first.
common
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•

but this time

having as their scope their entire SADCC market.
The regional integration was to be a planned and

participatory
exercise leading to balanced development
through
cooperation and mutual self-interest. Creating and
strengthening complementary productive capacities in the
member countries and laying a sound
transport and
communications infrastructure were regarded as
preconditions to intra-regional trade which thus, though
considered important, was deliberately given less
priority at
the beginning. At the 1988 Maputo SADCC Summit,
however,
reflecting the significant rehabilitation and new investment
that had taken

place in transport and communications
infrastructure, there was a formal endorsement of trade as a
legitimate area for SADCC efforts, concretised in the addition
of the trade sector as a brief for Tanzania which now
coordinates Industry and Trade.
The foregoing has highlighted the centre-piece role of trade
in both the IMF/World Bank SAPs and the SADCC collective

self-reliance programme. One of the cogent reasons for this
common salience of the trade sector is the
recognized

impediment

to

growth of the smallness of national markets.

The diminutive sizes of individual country markets disable
SADCC members from carrying out any complex,
significant
industrialisation programmes; the required economies of
scale are not available. Domestic markets cannot
by
themselves provide the "engine of growth".
The search for

a

sustainable "engine

of growth" has been the

urgent quest. It also constitutes the parting of ways and
the source of conflict for the development
strategy advocated
ever

by the IMF/World Bank and that ostensibly chosen by
SADCC. For the latter, deriving inspiration from the
Lagos
Plan of Action (1980) the thrust is to locate the market within
the regional grouping; policies are to promote the
expansion
of the necessarily discriminating regional market. The
general
form that trade arrangements are taking was established in the
decision of the Council of Ministers in 1987,
comprising of
direct trade measures and bilateral agreements, together with

selective

preferences, new measures in the area of trade
financing and trade promotion. There is, however, no overall
comprehensive system of bilateral agreements; the trade
regime is highly specific both between countries and in relation
the commodities involved. At the SADCC’s 1988
Consultative Conference, one of the conclusions reached was
to

that;
The solution lies in the restructuring of the economy so as
to

promote industrial development using the region’s

enormous raw
on

materials base and to reduce

dependence

the export sector as an

engine of growth.
As Quett Masire pointed out in 1987 at the SADCC summit;
The solution lies in the reduction of the importance to our
national economies of the exports ofprimary commodities
by increasing domestic and intra-regional production

relationships.
question which now arises is; with the regional
preferential trade system now taking shape in SADCC, how
does this harmonise with the trade prescriptions of the
The
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Structural

Adjustment Programmes? Mkandawire (1985)
the case;
Often implicit but sometimes explicit in the IMF
conditionality is that a country’s trade should be
liberalised and non-discriminatory towards all countries.
Consequently, regional cooperation, to the extent that it
entails preferential margins for exclusive bilateral
arrangements with some country or group of countries,
runs counter to the
spirit, if not the letter of IMF
programmes. Not surprisingly, the IMF has not shown
particular enthusiasm about regional cooperation
schemes and the preferential trade arrangements implicit
or
^explicit in these schemes
.The "outward looking"
strategies that the IMF is now imposing on the crisis-ridden
economies of SADCC probably go further than any
external intervention in the region in
undermining
aspiration towards greater economic integration. Regional
cooperation in the Third World always calls for some kind
of regionally-oriented import substitution programme and
leads to "trade diversion" It is by its very nature,
"inward-looking", not in the sense that investments are
national or regional, but that the regional market is the
centre of focus of major investment
programmes. "The
current wave of IMF stabilisation programmes are, in
sharp contrast, "outward-looking", stressing the continued
export ofprimary products."
In their almost static, short-term paradigm, the IMF/World
Bank’s strategies view the allocation of resources
along
comparative advantage lines with the world market in mind,
ignoring the cultivation of new productive bases (industrial)
with a feasible market on a regional basis. Two practical
sums

up

.

.

manifestations of the differences that have arisen illustrate the

contradictory nature of the two strategies. A World Bank
sponsored study of the manufacturing sector in Zimbabwe
argued that Zimbabwe should give up supporting its iron and
steel complex, the backbone of the infant capital and
intermediate goods sector in the country and designated
departure point for the sector within SADCC. A second
instance of World Bank actions with fisperous effects on
SADCC integration efforts was its protagonism and strong
financial backing of a coal-fired power station in Zimbabwe,
in its feasibility studies not even considering the possibility of
Zimbabwe buying cheaper power from Mozambique and
Zambia. Furthermore, it should be noted that with the IMFs
usual conditional demand that the state buy from the cheapest
source and not make
special arrangements, it works against a
basic SADCC objective, namely delinking from South Africa;
South Africa is usually the cheapest source.
The IMF/World Bank recommendations always insist on
deep reductions in the government budget deficits, typically
displaying a considerable measure of insensitivity to some of
the political, economic and strategic realities that the
governments have to content with. More specifically, the huge
budget deficits that Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Mozambique and
to a lesser extent, Malawi, have had to endure are
partly
attributable to the need to defend the rehabilitating
transportation infrastructure in Mozambique against MNR
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

attacks, the costs of such operations only serve to escalate the
budget deficits, a factor which has proved controversial with
the two agencies and other donors in the region’s efforts at
economic restructuring, both at a national and regional level.
In the case of Zimbabwe, for example, since
July 1984, the

defence

vote has risen from S$395m
increase of about 113%! The increase

to

Z$840m in 1989, an
for about 45%

accounts

of the government’s current deficit and has

largely been
through Zimbabwe’s commitment to keep the Beira
Corridor open in the face of MNR subversion. Any reduction
in this expenditure in order to reduce the budget deficit would
be suicidal for Zimbabwe and deal a severe blow to regional
cooperation in SADCC.
With respect to the production of intra-regional trade, it can
be argued, however, that not all of the policy reforms entailed
by SAP’s are negative in impact. A key feature in any bilateral
or multi-lateral trade
regime is the exchange rates accepted by
the individual members. An unrealistic exchange rate relative
incurred

to other member

countries is

a

to the extent that

serious obstacle

to

trade.

So,

proddings from the IMFAVorld Bank have
led to the adoption of realistic exchange rates, the influence of
SAPs have had potentially positive effects on
intra-regional
trade. However, such programmes have also initiated
traumatic experiences on the part of some SADCC countries.
The IMF-sponsored foreign exchange auction
system of

1987/1988 traumatised the Zambian economy and caused
dislocations, some of them in the trade sector. To that
extent, the SAP was disruptive of regional integration.

severe

Despite undertones of disquiet over SADCC’s underlying
objective, the World Bank has recently been increasing its
visibility in the grouping’s activities. By mid-1988, it had set up
a special SADCC desk. This
special SADCC desk was created
as an appreciation of SADCC’s
growing role as a focus for
regional development. Currently, the World Bank is involved
with SADCC in the Tazara railway, the port of Dar es Salaam
and the Mozambique Beira Corridor. However, the
ramifications of the Bank’s new focus on
explicitly regional
aspects are still to be seen.
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THE STATE AND CONSTITUTIONALISM DEBATE CONTINUES

Constitutionalism and the Dilemma of the
State in Africa
Abci€lCLli DoiLTTZOll
In this

Professor of Political Science, Mohammed V University, Morocco

the universality of
illusion. The theory of
the alignment of the African Wqrld along
a western-style State order claiming to be
universal is becoming less and less valid.
And yet, even if this western-style order
only makes sense compared to the
sociological and historical context which
produced it, certain components of a
practice and interpretation of the
Western State have been imported
through different mechanisms in Africa
which are of course adapted, modified
and reconstructed according to new
day and

age,

concepts is just an

rights. On the side of the political
societies in the Third World, due to a systern of social and political exclusion
borne

by peripheral capitalism, social
democracy a prerequisite
for any programme of society and the
weak attempts at democratisation now in
progress try to soften the pressure of the
growing social demand.
demand makes

But these ideas and this demand do not
seem

to

be

accompanied by a true regres-

sion of State control in the "Third World"
countries. On the contrary, peripheral
societies seem to persist in the degree of

modalities. Therein lies one of the secrets

their heterogenity, which continues to im-

of a complex, even

ambiguous state strucrendering any attempt to comprehend, inspired by theories of the Nation-State, an empty, exercise. Indeed,
one of the peculiarities of the development of peripheral capitalism is that to

pose

date, it has been unable to encourage a

structures now

process of political development. The
recent takeover of the civilian segments

societies, clothed in legal forms (constitutionalism, policies, democratisation
of social life, economics, liberalism) are
scarcely meaningful indicators that a Nation-State or its corollary, democracy, is
being installed. In most of these societies,
the historical, economic and social foun-

lure,

under the influence of semi-industrialisa-

tion and the attempts at political
liberalisation undertaken by numerous

political (including socialist) regimes, in
their search for new sources of legitimacy
have created the illusion of

—

cipation of "civilian society”
the State. In such

as

an eman-

compared

context, intellectuals interested in the Third World are
to

a

becoming more impassioned about
eighteenth-century theories and debates
on democracy.
Economic Liberalism and Political
Liberalisation

This

comes

at

a

time of inhuman

economic adjustment and paradoxically,
just when the international organisations
and States which have hegemony over the
World Economy are presenting themselves

16

as

the "true defenders" of human

the State as the necessary body for
reproduction of the socio-political systern. The State remains the pivot in the social structure, despite transformations
which could affect its functions and form.
Thus the modifications in the State

in force in

dations of such

most

African

political development are
found lacking. The possibility of establishing such a State order is compromised
more than in the past, for economic adjustment and the political change
(democracy) and social transformations
(its human aspect) which it intends to engender further weaken the material base
which this process could rest upon.
Economic liberalism and democracy —
two corollaries of the same process in the
history of central capitalism — are
presented today in most Third World
countries, like the two sides of a paradox,
or a

vicious circle.

The African State and the Nation-State

While

in

developed capitalist

countries, the development of capitalism
in its first

phase

matured by historiidentify the
social space with the "nation" (what is
commonly knowm as the "homogenising
dialectics of the Nation-State"), the opposite is true for the period in which
capitalism was reproduced on an international scale (the imperialist stage), when
that reproduction encountered an
was

cal factors which laboured to

obstacle: the reticence of

a

"neo-

capitalist" social space whose historical
and sociological components explain the
"difficulties" which prevailed when it was
submitted. The peculiarity of the situation of peripheral social formations which
have been victims of this process stems
from the fact that the social classes —

whether created

or

reconverted

—

which

mediate this process

in which the social
is conquered by the capital space
are obliged to develop the social

space
—

framework which favours this process:
"the nation". In most of the social forma-

tions of the Third World, this process of
"national construction" (i.e., the substitution of the "traditional" social space by the

capital space) encounters
ment, namely:

some

impedi-

•

historical: most African societies

•

weakly national during their
precapitalist history;
economic: because of the special condition which involved the spread of
capitalist methods of production in

•

social: because of the nature of class

were

these societies;
and the

excluding nature of the "nation
project", which lends it its content and
limitations; and
•

cultural: with

based

on

capitalism being a system
cultural exclusion, the
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

"minorities"

problems found equally in
dependent societies are for the most part due
to this phenomenon.
In fact, the social changes which have
taken place in the African societies for
moré than a century borrow from the
principal, closely-linked forms: growing
State control of the economy and
capitalisation.
industrialised societies and in

The link between these two processes
poses the

central problem of the relationship between the "proper historicity" of
the African society with the "historicity"
of capitalism. Can all social changes be
explained by the process of capitalisation? This goes to an exclusive explanation; that of the "growing centrality of the
State" by the nature of the peripheral
model of capitalist accumulation.
In Africa, where long periods of time
have revealed profound, recurring evolutions, the indices of continuity are increasingly shaken by multiple changes;
and the State appears as a mbced bag of
political structures harking back to distinct historical ages (pre-colonial,
colonial and post-colonial periods).

peripheral social formations in our
opinion confirms the weakness in the
material base of the legitimacy of the
political regime and explains how capital
is taken up by the State, the State being
the craftsman in forming "national unity".
The theory that the nation precedes
capitalism leads to a break with any capital-centrist conception of the peripheral
State and to the adoption of a new
framework of analysis of the "African

one to first specify that this
phenomenon of State-control in both the
origin and the evolution of dependent
societies, follows a different path, which
must be determined by differentiating it
from the so-called developed societies.
The specificity of the genesis of the
"Third World" capitalist States and the
special place that these countries occupy
in the world economy, set apart the
phenomenonal forms (political regimes)

of their existence. While this particularisation clouds discussion on the nature

that

of the State, it, nevertheless, reveals
determine the nature of

one cannot

ly designates a plurality of state structures
which require reference to several
criteria classified according to types
of the economic, social and
political structures ofpre-colonial social
groups: the existence or non-existence
of differentiated class structures,

•

analysis whereby
springs from capitalism. Deductions about the capitalist nature of the
peripheral States indicates that it
operates by other means. While in ceron an

tain, more industrialised ^'Third World"
countries, the State seems to represent a
class, this was not the case in the past:
likewise, this is not always the case today

The

"homogenising dialectics of the

Nation-State" does not operate in
Africa because of the diversity of the
networks of social identification; and
•

The

slow, special propagation of

capitalist production relations in
African economies implies the existence of a fragile material base capable
of founding the legitimacy of the political regime. The development of an information economy at the expense of
the wage-earning class is a revealing
indicator of this fragility and thus the
excluding nature of the socioeconomic system. In the current context, the adjustment policy seems to be
at the origin of an increasing shrinkage
of the material base of legitimacy for
the political regime, thereby eompromising any possibility for true
political development.
Structural

Adjustment

Political
In this

era

of peripheral

an

Anathema to

Development

of "Structural Adjustment'
economies, the issues of in-

dustrialisation

dis-industrialisation.

—

and

in the least industrialised under-

State controlled economy

centralisation of state structure, and
the degree of generalisation of the systerns of identification;

developed countries. In those countries,

engagement and political dcmocratisa-

the State seems to produce as a secondary

tion have become

and those in Latin America,
— the

product, the class which is supposed to
identify it. In that case, the State appears
to be not only a guarantee for capitalist
production relations, but also and espedaily the producer of those relations.
This special condition is explained by
the fact that the method of capitalist
production is not a product of the inter-

financial crisis

was

nal contradictions in these societies. The

degrees

•

Africa:

Any attempt to reply to these queries

the State

the nature

(constitutionalism,
democracy,
liberalism) seems to run into two major
structural hindrances, particularly in

would incite

the State based

•

of the Nation-State and its corollaries

State".

What is called the "African State" actual-

which would include:

context, the lack of generalisation of
goods constitutes the specificity of underdevelopment.
These developments lead to the formulation of a theory whereby the building

of implantation

the

capitalist or non-capitalist nature of
the colonial power: this criterion
enables
tant

one to

bring out

many

impor-

differences between African

countries colonised
powers

by the capitalist

where the colonial power
Iberian
Peninsula

predominantly feudal.
Capitalism and Nation-Building
Is the process

of nation-building one
which co-exists or which precedes the
birth and development of capitalism in
Africa? In both cases, the special manner
in which "capital law" operates in
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

character of the origin of
capitalism in the peripheral formation of
society has led to a particular, slow
propagation of capitalist production relaexogenous

tions due

to

the connection of the M.P.C.

with other methods and forms of produc-

tion, all of which "co-exist" contrarily in a
highly heterogenous social group. In this

—

State dis-

topical. The present

seems

to

constitute

a

sup-

plementary objective limit to economic
and political development initiated by
peripheral States and may finally lead to
a political crisis. In this context, the State
is put in question. Far from constituting a
simple diagnosis of the IMF and the
World

Bank, the "financial liberalities"

that characterised management and the
anarchical expansion of the public sector
have

effectively increased economic ir-

rationalities and transformed

capital

ac-

cumulation
the

model, under the pressure of
exigencies for the State’s expansion.

The

shortcomings of public ad-

ministration

are

linked with administra-

tive authority that

have been personalised
17

in

"neo-patrimonialist" way. The State’s
personnel take decisions based on their
personal interest with a view to nurture
and keep a network of clients to the detrinient of administrative
rationality. Administrative, political and economic
powers are concentrated in the hands of
a

techno-bureaucracy which is completely sovereign: the public administration
has used up the material basis of its
legitimacy. As a result of the increasingly
a

exclusive nature of

a
disintegrating
capitalism, the on-going democratisation
having been deprived of its material basis,
and has been shaken up, giving way for a
possible reappearance of political

panied by a decrease of State expenditure
on

Throughout the Third World, where

public investment creates a drop in
private investment. In Mexico, for example, private investment declined from'

Legitimacy

light of the various effects of the
financial crisis, the legitimatisation issue
becomes

ju.stment Policies" (SAP) are being felt, it
is possible to detect some major common
phenomena experienced by the majority
of peripheral economies under the

period in which major changes are being

about

dis-industrialisation
phenomenon which has favoured the
a

development of speculative and informal
Within political circles, the
marginalisation aspect of growth undermines parliamentary democracy. It is at
this specific level that the deficit which
has been damaging the material basis of
the legitimacy of the political regimes in
economy.

power can

be

•

net

negative effect

on

a

investment because of

socialisation of the work

•

growth model. The marginalisation of large numbers of the
population through the "growth
model" is incompatible with the
development of a parliamentary
democracy given the "disintegrating
nature of peripheral capitalism" and
the effects of the financial crisis, the
marginalisation not only of the
dominated classes but also part of the
growing middle and even some factions of the dominant classes;
An efficient management of interests
accruing from fractions of the capital

the "dollarisation” of

according to regulations, based on
competivity and not on traditional al-

economies which affect
of the State and the balance sheets of

fiances inherited from the past. Be-

peripheral
both the budget

enterprises. Furthermore, adjustment
policies are geared towards reducing
budget deficit through an even greater
decrease of public investment, accom18

Contrary to the previous period, from

sides. Structural Adjustment Policy
modifies State intervention by reduc-

1986, Third World exports

1986. Within World

1982 and has declined almost to its 1955

level

(6,6% in 1985).

This fall in exports involves all the
Third World regions except Asia (where

they have progressed by 31,5%): the
figures are 37,9% in Africa and 19,3% in
Latin America.
This trend has been
marked

accompanied by a
regression in Third World in-

dustry. From 1980 to 1984, the annual
growth rate of Third World manufactured products, which was 6,2% during
the 1970s, fell, to stabilise at 2,6%. Even
efficient sectors such as textiles recorded

negative growth rate (-0,5%) for the
first time. In this worldwide movement,
African economies occupy a more and
a

more

marginal position.

Thus Africa’s share in total

goods exless than 3% in 1986 while
Europe’s contribution
amounted to 44%. That same year, the
ported

was
Western

value of

goods exported from Africa
dropped by 14% compared with 1985 and
by more than 51% compared with 1980.
This fall

even affected the 15 most efficient economies in Africa as far as ex-

ing public expenditure, privatisation,
prices and external

these economies is

trade,

of the

liberalisation of

etc. which in turn lead to

a

trade, South-South

trading has continued to deteriorate since

marginalising na-

ture of

important effect on the level of
productivity.
Adjustment policies are based on overdevaluations aimed at attaining highly
finance

A greater

force will reduce the

an

to

one

the present context:

of investment which

positive trade balances

The Effects of SAP: The Evidence

dropped by nearly 25%. This resulted in
a reduction in the share taken
by Third
World exports on World exports, which
dropped from 33,6% in 1980 to 24,5% in

fact, since 1982, net capital transfers
negative for the whole of

transfers. These over-devaluations have

future.

near

historical

hand, the on-going democratisation (which is used in several countries as
the major basis of the system of
legitimatisation) is confronted with "a
paralysed State" resulting mainly from a
marginalising growth" worsened by the
present crisis. At this juncture, it must be
emphasised that the consolidation of
democracy presupposes two conditions
in the State’s intervention, which is becoming more and more hypothetical in

Latin America and Africa. This evolution
of the rate of transfers corresponds to a
has

economies, societies and policies for its

On

have become

rate

a

legitimatisation).
analysis of the advanced experience of Latin America in "Structural
Adjustment" has a lot of lessons for
The

1980 to

seen.

decrease in the

crucial in

of a non-material basis of legitimatisation (the role of cultural background of

made in the State’s intervention methods.

Capital Transfers
In

legitimatisation
(economic and social performances of
the State) which is more and more difficult to compensate by the approach

African countries. For, it makes it possible to perceive the major changes in

Financial Crisis and Political

even more

of legitimacy.
deficit in the

material basis of

17,8% IGP in 1981 to 11,6% in 1985. Con-

sequently, the SAP generates depressive
effects, making it difficult to attain fixed
objectives. "The virtuous circle of the
SAP (reducing deficit, promoting exports, debt servicing) thus becomes a ‘vicious circle’ (dollarisation, devaluation,
depression)."

the immediate effects of "Structural Ad-

present economic and financial crisis.
From the economic point of view, the
financial crisis seems to have brought

fishing a material basis
This decline signifies a

in

In the

authoritarianism.

decline in the State’s function of estab-

salaries. In this context, the decrease

ports are concerned. The regression in
even more

indicative

growing marginality of the

con-
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tinent within the World

following table illustrates this
ginality.

mar-

Participation by Country in Total

Exports in Africa
(in percentages)
1985

1986

12,6
18,1
17,3

16,4
13,6

15,8

10,0

4,3

5,3

4,5
3,1

5,4
3,1

4,6
4,1

Tunisia

2,6

Angola

2,5
2,9

2,9
2,7

Kenya

2,9
2,9
1,5

2,0
2,0

Zaire

1,4

2,8
1,4
1,4

Zimbabwe

1,5

1,5

Cameroon

1,3
1,7

2,1
1,8

1,7
1,6

Egypt
Morocco

Gabon

Congo

11,0

1,8

1,3

Combined total
of shares

90,6

93,0

81,0

Source: IMF Statistics, 1987.

Several factors appear to

explain this
tendency. First of all the slowing down of
growth and the fall in demand, and thus
in imports, as a result of the protectionist
practices of Western Europe and the
USA, led to

a

increasing financial burden of servicing the debt borne by African economies.
For 1985-86 the rates of servicing of the
debt/export of goods and services was
roughly 30%, considerably higher than
as a

12,2
16,9
18,3
15,9
3,9

Nigeria
Algeria
Libya
Ivory Coast

reduction in African

ex-

ports to these markets, these have been
the main outlets for African exports.

The
proportion of trade between African

whole. This ratio is much

cost

primary products, which make
90% of Africa’s exports, fell by one

third between 1980 and 1986.

Imports

dropped by 25% in 1986 compared with
1980. This trend in imports has been aecompanied by a deterioration in the terms

1983

1984

1985

1986

Algeria
Angola

no

100

101

101

57

112

107

98

102

102

71

Zaire

192

87

93

91

90

87

86

76

84

75

76

74

Sudan

102

86

8-1

92

92

82

Kenya
Egypt

93

92

88

92

90

93

118

113 ' 102

103

103

Source: UNCTAD Statistics Manual, 1987,
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68

•

of goods and ser-

,

taxation of the central governments.
which is the

social alliances.

State in various forms

Consequently, State intervention

and divisions within social groups on one
hand and between the latter and the

emanating from these

well

as

It must,

the diseontent of

'

perspective
crisis as the result
going beyond the

four limits of extreme State Control sys-

•

•

The privatisation project of the State is
based on a hypothesis that is yet to be justified and which is the existence of "purchasers". No valid study has ascertained
the existence of a social group whose
economic and financial capacity can afford the acquisition of public enterprises
that are privatised. To achieve this condition (the existence of purchasers), the
state will have to provide additional
financial assistance which it is

trying to
through privatisation. Such a plan
jjj^y sJniply replace a financial assistance
avoid

for the

prices and exchange control systems.

public sector by a financial assisprivate sector, without any
guarantee for success. Even if there is a
social group that constitutes a potential
purchaser (which remains hypothetical),
the history of socio-economic tendencies
of private capital has always confirmed its
preference for cyclic activities: trade, estate business ...
The experiences encountered by other

This extreme State control system

more

•

•

however, be made clear that

Economic and Financial Limit

crisis.

The IMF and World Bank

-r-

disengagement of the State is encountering major obstacles which cast
doubts on its appropriateness.

techno-bureaucracy, can lead to the
shrinking of the State’s social basis and
for that matter, strengthening political
authoritanianism. Signs of this crisis can
be found everywhere in the Third World.
Thus State disengagement currently
underway, with its first social effects is already being felt. If continued, it may end
up transforming the present economic
and financial crisis into a real political

considers the present
of State intervention

-

must

the

the

Mqjor Limits of Privatisation

—

neglected;
•
redefining the rules of the market:
privatisation.

government on the other, resulting from
as

of the crisis

gradual disengagement of the
a cut on public
expenditure, which had increased as
compared to the IGN during the 1960-80
period while private expenditure was

people, increased unemployment, esealating disparities among social classes

the confrontations

cause

gjyg

The drop in the standard of living of the

•

1982

higher for

.

orientations

on

eommunity;
"Weak State": rationality is replaced by
administrative irrationality, indiscipline and anarchy; and
"Bypassed State": The development of
a speculative and informal economy
led to the setting up of a parallel
economy which reduced the source of

growth. Adjustment also has no less important effects on the political regime s system of

Developing Countries and Territories 1980:100
116

from several taxes levied

the

Over and above economic

Estimate of the Terms of Trade for
1981

"Predator State": which derives its
resources

three economies this ratio reached 1

000%).

of trade.

.

•

vices, for 18 other African countries the
ratio was 300% at the end of 1985; (in

Prices of

Zambia

public jobs created constitute more
growth rate of wageearning jobs in Africa;

African countries: in 1986-87, the
of servicing the debt in Sudan repre-

sented 300% of exports

"Overburdened State": Since 1960, the
than half of the

most

States has not exceeded 4% in the ’80s.

up

•

the

the 23% rates for Third World countries

1954

South Africa

Moreover, the fall in imports is due to

Economy. The

Public

expenditure on salaries, equip)ment and supply;
The public sector has incurred a deficit
and its extra-charges are borne by the
community;
The role of the State in the monetary
and financial field; and
State interventions

relating to internal
has

earned the State in the Third World the

following characteristics:

tance

for the

advanced economies under the

capitalist development system confirm
this idea. In India, for example, an
19

r

economy marked by a well established
capitalist tradition, private enterprises
hardly express the desire to expand.
In other historic cases, privatisation of
public enterprises may interest social
groups which "the social structuring
strategy" of the State seeks to avoid. In
Kenya and Tanzania for example, the
dominant economic group that can
benefit from privatisation is of IndianPakistani origin. It is a social group that
has not been integrated into the national
society and for which all political regimes
will certainly avoid taking any politicoeconomic measures capable of
strengthening its ix)sition and thus creating a breakup in the society.
Political Limit

down the social space which founded the
political regime, even at the level of
dominant classes which, theoretically, tire
an integral
part of the regime.
Besides, it must be specified that the

distinction made between State

enterprises for public service (drinking
water supply, transportation, PTT,
electric power supply, teaching service
and professional training, etc.) and public
enterprises of the competitive sector
(agricultural projects, food processing industries, tourism and hotel service, external trade) emanates from a superficial
knowledge of the role of the public sector. The objective of such a distinction is

justify the privatisation of public
enterprises of the competitive sector and
to

to

The

privatisation project is based on a
second hypothesis that has not been
proved, consisting of the attitude of indifference shown by the technobureaucracy of the State towards the
lease of enterprises to private capital. We
have pointed out earlier on that, by examining the public sector’s role solely in
the light of accumulating capital, most of
the analysis on State intervention glosses
over an equally important
aspect, which
is its role in the legitimatisation of the
State. In fact, the public sector tries to assume

these two functions that

are con-

tradictory.
Thus, beginning from the economic
point of view, privatisation of the public
sector implies the transfer of economic
power from a big portion of the technobureaucracy (which enjoyed the privilege
of effective private appropriation of
public enterprises) to the middle class.
From the political point of view, the
realisation of this project and the scope
and form of the confrontation between
these two social forces depends on the
balance of power between them, the possibilities of reaching a compromise and

the closeness of each side to the

centre

of

political decision-making. In most dependent societies, the technobureaucracy (otherwise referred to as
State middle class) constitutes an important group of the social basis of political
regimes. This is the reason why the
redistribution of economic powers

(privatisation) being undertaken under
lead to narrowing

external pressure can
20

recommend

ment

a better financial
manageof the others.

However, it is not only in the

of
enterprises for public service that
privatisation should be avoided because
case

State

it reduces the social interventions of the

by which the State’s
legitimacy is partly judged. A study on
public service has stressed the role played
by the State productive sector (competitive sector) in reconciling the two requirements for the expansion of society:
accumulation of capital and legitimatisagovernment,

tion.
In

Morocco, the development of
agrarian-dependent capitalism made it
possible to reconcile the two requirements. In spite of the efforts made by the
State to develop private agrarian capital
through economic policies, the process
for the transformation of landed proper-

ty oligarchy into agrarian middle class is
slow, as illustrated by the slow pace at
which

capitalist production relations are
developed. To forestall this situation, the
State intervened directly through the
enterprises.
As a result, the public competitive sector constitutes an important instrument
for the "social structuring system" of the
Moroccan State. Its privatisation adversely affects the functioning of the system.
Social Limit

Privatisation of

public enterprises sigmaking them possible. Firstly, it implies staff reduction, redeployment, etc.
It also requires a tariff system based on
marginal costs, leading to the increase of
nifies

prices of goods and services. These cormeasures of privatisation often
aggravate social tensions and can eventually lead to wide-spread social costs.
relative

Economic Liberalism and Political
Liberalisation: A Panacea for the
African Crisis?

Adjustment policies have been
launched in the Third World almost

simultaneously

as

the democratisations

has been initiated all around, as
if Adjustment policies without a political
process

concensus cannot

succeed in

building

a

dynamic economy. In fact, an economic
policy aimed at restructuring financial
balance and growth but not based on a sodal pact, which provides the legitimacy of
the political regime in power, is always
confronted with difficulties when
launched. This is

more so

because the

of the investor is

mainly a stable
political and social environment, a
"docile" man-power, a rational and efficoncern

dent administration free from customers’

logic and corruption which can only be
guaranteed under a liberal democratic
system. The feasibility of Adjustment is
thus based

on

the existence of

an

institu-

tional

framework, which facilitates its acceptance and realisation.
Besides, economic liberalism is also
the j/ne qua non condition for democracy.
Market development, free enterprise, the
existence of

a

wage-earning class

protected by laws which meet the hopes
of job seekers, an integrating tax system
and the implementation of egalitarian sodal policies, constitute the components
of the material basis of the

legitimacy
democracy can survive.
Thus, economic liberalism and political
without which

no

liberalisation constitute two variants of
the same source which are indispensable
for resolving the crisis. In the present
situation of Third World economies, they
constitute the two terms of an antinomy,
the contours of a vicious circles.

The liberalisation of

political regime
implies the acceptance and recognition
by the State of popular demands —
employment, purchasing power, health,
education, housing etc. Economic
a

liberalism, however, does not allow these
social demands to be satisfied, not even
on a gradual basis. The Adjustment
programme thus compromises the extenSAPEM AUGUST, 1989

sion of social policies to marginalised sectors. The

re-balancing of the accounts of

the State cannot be made without increas-

ing tax revenues which the middle classes
systematically block. This has resulted in
lack of consensus and the implementation of an economic policy void of any
human considerations. Consequently, if
the adjustment programme — with social
aspects — appears on one hand as a
necessity for democracy and liberal
economic system, on the other hand it is
impossible to realise.
This vicious circle is the root

cause

of a

crisis

where the State has

social forces. The decline of State inter-

torical

economic liberalism, does not

vention through cuts in public expenditure is over-compensated by increasing
State intervention in the Held of social

control. Even the institutional forms

presently being defmed in a contradictory
process seem to have ended in a deadlock. The irrationality and inefficiency of

local administration in both urban and

rural areas, the lack of real mass par-

ticipation, the negative effects of
corruption in administration constitute significant in-

confronting the State and which is
seen as a crisis of
legitimatisation which
puts the political system itself into ques-

customers’ habits and

tion. In this context, the restoration of

dicators of such deadlocks.

democracy

in fact, only emanate
from the issues of legitimacy created by
the system of social marginalisation. Social policies that have been implemented
since the beginning of the 1980s constitute a supplementary factor of social
can,

differentiation and lead

to even

greater

marginalisation.
Democratisation policies (measures
for "mass participation", regionalisation,

"local

democracy") only seem to aim at
the control of the society by brining the
State face to face with society without
making any economic and social commitments. This is the reason why State dis¬

dermined the democratic process,

priority for
signify in
any way the reorganisation of the society,
whereby the State opens the way for other
engagement which is a

Conclusion

Throughout the Third World, the
economic crisis has been

worsening following the failure of Adjustment policies,
thus compromising the on-going
democratisation. This situation calls for
reflection on the relation between the
economic crisis and the political crisis of
the State.
In some semi-industrialised economies
of the Third World, in particular in Latin

America (Brazil,

Mexico and Argentina),
crisis, worsened by the
failure of adjustment policies which un¬

is
generating a political crisis of
legitimatisation. In other economies
a

considerable his-

background, the economic crisis
co-exists with some institutional stability
and an increasingly restrained legitimacy.
In coimtries such as Colombia, it is a deep
political crisis of legitimatisation which is
threatening a relatively dynamic growth.
Consequently, the present crisis of
peripheral States may, depending on
each case, take the form of a political
crisis of legitimatisation. The transformation from the first stage (State crisis) to
the second (crisis of legitimatisation) is
not automatic and is based, on one hand,
on the possibilities of social alliances
(resuscitating traditional social alliances
or establishing new alliances which
depend on the influence of the social forces in question) offered in some countries
and not in others, and the importance of
the cultural background of legitimatisation (ideological strength of the political
regime) of the other. This is how the impact of the historical background of some
peripheral States (traditional
legitimatisation reserves) is reflected on
their role in the expansion of their
societies.

•

the economic
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FROM OUR SCHOLARS

The Politics of the 1989-90 Zimbabwe

Budget
JOTLCLthCLTl N,
There

are

year when

two

^^OyO

ritualistic

Lecturer, Political and Administrative Studies, University of Zimbabwe

days in the

each and every seat is occupied

in the Parliament of Zimbabwe: the

Opening of Parliament with a Presidential Address 2uid Budget Day. On the
former day, the President personally
presents his Government’s policy intentions of the year;

and on the latter day, the
Finance, Economic Planning
and Development delivers what usually is
Minister of

"tantamount

to

bad news" about how

Government

policy intentions will affect
purses and pockets of all and sundry. So
it was that on July 27,1989 the Minister of
Finance, Economic Planning and
Development, Dr Bernard Chidzero,
went to

1989-90

Parliament to read Government’s

Budget.

The 1989-90’s

Budget statement, the

last in the first decade of Zimbabwe’s National Independence, did not contain the

type of "bad news" which had become
typical over the past nine years. While, as
in the past, the Ministries of Primary and

Secondary Education and of Defence
continued to top the list of Government
expenditure, the 1989-90 Budget made
political news by introducing taxation
concessions which may 'oenefit the lower
paid, the retired and the bereaved.
Political Concessions

One of the manifestly political and,
therefore, notable concession was that
annual bonuses (the so-called 13th cheque) which are less than 10% of total

remuneration, but which

are not more

than $1 100 will be exempt from income
tax with effect from this year, 1989. Tax on

bonuses had become

burning question
among workers and a rallying issue for the
opposition, leaving little doubt that introa

sion. This is
22

In the first

since

politically motivated concesparticularly so in view of two

one

political and

have

wean

budgetary process in favour of some
politically driven

consideration of

instance, for the first time

grassroots interests. The idea that

Independence, ruling politicians
hcc\publicly rocked with deep-

popular participation should be through
planning structures from the village up
the line, has remained groundless as national budgeting continues to have no
functional relationship with national
planning.
As such, the political content of the national budget has tended to be decidedly
one sided, driven by a top down
approach
with politicians telling everyone what they
think is good for the country. In the ensuing budgetary milieux, bureaucrats in sectoral ministries have tended to adopt a
"servicing" mentality wherein they view
their budgeting role as merely an accounting process of facilitating and implementing policy whims and caprices of

seated scandals of all

sorts.

The national

political climate in Zimbabwe is currently characterised by widespread disenchantment of the type conducive to the
fortunes of opposition. This consideration

partially explains why the recently
formed Zimbabwe Unity Movement
(ZUM) has been a political headache to
ruling authorities.
The

Budget Deficit

In the second

instance, the budget

deficit for 1988-89 broke the billion dollar barrier for the first time in
Zimbabwe’s economic history, reaching

$1,111 billion. This alarming figure will
not be helped by growing Government expenditure which is forecast (as a percentage of GDP) to rise from 55,5% in 198889 to 57% in 1989-90, while Government

debt is estimated to reach 57% of GDP in
the
same
period. Judging by
Government’s budgetary approach over
the last nine years, the one billion dollar

plus 1988-89 budget deficit would have
necessitated

zero concessions had it not
been for the changing national politics in
the wake of the forthcoming 1990 general

elections and the formation of ZUM as a
credible opposition party at a time when
the matter of

political opposition had
been put to rest with the December 22,
1987 signing of the (PF)ZAPUZANU(PF) unity agreement.

a

duction of taxation relief on bonuses must
have been

related considerations:
the other economic.

The Political Content

Taken

together, the two considerations
budget as one that
might go down in history as having
make the 1989-90

redirected and re-oriented the Zimbab¬

Government.

Of even greater concern is that Parliament, which is

supposed to represent the
people, has, over the past nine years,
played a minimal if dinypolitical role in the
formulation of the national budget. Members of Parliament, including Government Ministers, wait until the ritualistic
Budget Day when the veil of budget
secrecy is removed by the Senior Minister
who, together with his officials, has the
advantage of knowing before the fact
what prices will go up or down. Every
other Member of Parliament sits in stoic

ignorance and
ster

amazement as the Miniof Finance, Economic Planning and

Development reads the budget speech.
The people, either directly through

planning structures or indirectly through
representatives in Parliament do not participate in deciding the
important allocative question of who will
get what, how, when and why? It is an accepted truism that the national budget is
their elected
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the

single most important policy state-

ment

of government.

democratic

Democratising the Budgetary Process
To the extent that budgeting is everything when it comes to matching and harnessing material, human and financial
resources

of the nation, it is necessary

that the process
ces

should be

of matching these resourdemocratic as possible.
the piper must name the

as

Those who pay
tune. Zimbabwean taxpayers
pay too
much to the Government and yet the

quality of public services leaves a lot to be
desired.
For
new

democracy to fully obtain in the

Zimbabwe, it

must be reflected in the

budgetary process. The concept of selfdetermination, as a democratic right of
formerly colonised Zimbabweans, will
remain meaningless unless it is translated
into concrete terms. There is nothing
more concrete than
budgeting. It is for
this reason that budgeting is fundamentally a political process. Over the last nine
years, the status quo has created the
spurious impression that budgeting is
only an economic process dominated by
bureaucratic accounting of political
wishes of politicians.
The 1989-90 budget shows that
budgetary considerations can be different in an environment of real politics,
facing opposition. The taxation concessions announced by the Minister of
Finance, Economic Planning and
Development on July 27, 1989 cannot be
fully understood without cognizance of
the new political opposition to ZANUPF and public disenchantment. This
opposition has forced ruling politicians to
be sensitive to the whims and caprices of
the taxpayer.
For

ing economic sabotage from the

democracy to be truly reflected in
budgetary process, four

the Zimbabwean

movement.

There is

no

good

why this fear should be maintained
independent Zimbabwe. The notion
that public discussion of the budget might
eneourage such practices as hoarding of
goods whose prices might go up in anticipation of budget price hikes is tantamount to vulgarising public
budgeting.
The national budget should be subjected
to public debate prior to
adoption.
Second, Parliament should be actively
involved in the fomnilation of the
budgetary process. Matters such as price
increases, tax increases or tax initiatives
of any kind should be subjected to Parliamentary debate and vote, so as to give
the electorate a basis for choosing their
representatives wisely.
reason

in

an

Third, there is

a

need to establish

a

Public

Budgeting Commission in Zimbabwe. There are two functions in public
administration, budgeting and personnel,
whieh are critieally pervasive to every
aspect of democratic government as to
require independent existence from a
particular ministry. It is for this reason
that, in theory, the Public Service Commission is an autonomous body. Similarly, there is a need for an autonomous
Public Budgeting Commission. Subsuming public budgeting under the Ministry
of Finance, Economic Planning and
Development gives that ministry unfair
and undue advantage over other ministries. For instance, it is rather eurious
that the Ministry of Finance, Economic
Planning and Development has the third
highest vote in the 1989-90 budget.
Fourth, and related to the third consideration above, the Exeeutive Presidency must assume

full and unambiguous

responsibility for the national budget
through the proposed Public Budgeting

First, the

Commission. Under the amended constitution which makes the presdient head
of state and government through the executive presidency, it is ironic that the

Colonial and UDI

responsibility for such an important function as budgeting still falls on the

immediate considerations

are

in order.

process should not be shrouded
in secrecy. Democracy is not a
private affair. Public budgeting must be public.

regimes hid the
budgetary process from the masses, fear¬

shoulders of

a

Given that

budgeting is the single most
important annual policy statement of the
Government, it is imperative that the
Presidency should take full and direct
responsibility and present it to the people
through Parliament for discussion and
debate. The failure of the constitution to
make the prescident responsible for the

budget means that his office will continue
to be seen
publicly as purely
ceremonious. So far, the president takes
responsibility for giving speeehes at such
ceremonies as New Year’s eve. Independenee Day, May Day, Africa Day and
Heroes’ Day. The symbolic importance of
these days cannot be over-emphasized.
But the fact is that these occasions

are

only eeremonies which do not change
anything in terms of actual government
policy. People listen to the speeches,
celebrate and go back home to live
another day of budget policies. The president should take direct and full respon-

sibility of the budget, of course with some
advice from his Minister of Finance,
Economic Planning and Development.
The Public Budgeting Commission
should assist the president in formulating
and implementing the budget.
Indeed, since the presidential elections
in Zimbabwe will be different from the

general elections as of 1990, the one conCrete platform from which a sitting president
al

can run

for re-election is the nation-

budget. Accordingly, the

success or

failure of a president should be measured

by; (1) the kind cf budget he presents to
parliament and (2) his ability to convince
the nation through parliament that his
budget is morally, politically and
economically sound and thus worthy of
national sacrifice. For such

a

scenario to

obtain, parliament should be necessarily
and sufficiently insulated from the institution of the executive presidency as to be
independent with separate powers. Such
a scenario
may not be tenable in a soleparty stystem. •

'

government minister.
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OPINION

Zimbabwe: A Critical
ZUM

Challenge

eJonClthcin N.

Moyo

Lecturer, PoUtlcal and Administrative studies, University of Zimbabwe

April, the one month which begins with
of the
world, was described by T. S. Eliot, in of
his classic poem. The Burial of the Dead,
a

as

tribute to fools in many parts

the cruellest month. The wisdom of T.

S. Eliot's dictum

came

home to Zim-

babwe in April,
some

of the

Appraisal of the

1989, when fate subjected
country’s leading politicians

who had to

resign in March after appearing before the now legendary Sandura
Commission. Also in April, the former
Deputy Minister of Youth, Sports and
Culture
to

-

Charles Ndhlovu

-

was

resign after he was convicted of fraud.
By national independence day on April

what

the

peaceful change of government up to
highest level, in the general elections

scheduled for 1990.

Corruption
The Sandura Commission took its toll

early in April with what appeared to be
forced resignations of the late former
Senior Minister for Political Affairs,
Mamice Nyagumbo, former Minister of
Higher Education, Dzingai Mutumbuka,
former Minister of Industry and Technology, Callistus Ndhlovu, and former
Governor of Matebeleland North, Jacob
Mudenda. These politicians fell from
grace,

joining Frederick Shava, former

Minister of State for Political Affairs and
Enos

24

Nkala, former Defence Minister

As the political leadership was attempting to sort itself out of the doldrums
of bewilderment and confusion caused by
Nyagumbo’s suicide, the public rumour
was

abuzz with

murmurs

of Edgar

intense

public curiosity triggered by the
Commission, ended in a similar
spirit of curiosity with the unpredictable
Edgar Tekere announcing the formation
of ZUM on April 30,1989. However, unlike the arguably transient consequences

tigated the now famous "Willowgate"
scandal involving illegal and/or corrupt
car dealings by senior government and
private sector officials. At the end of the
same cruel month, ZANU-PF itself was
sent scrambling for political relevance, if
not for survival, by its most recent
nemesis, Edgar Tekere, who animated
public life by announcing the formation of
the 21imbabwe Unity Movement (ZUM)
democratic

The Rumour Mill

Sandura

tice Sandura Commission which inves-

a

T>ewildered and confused".

mill

imagined, six months before.
Early in April, some prominent ZANUPF leaders had a heavy cloud placed over
their political careers, courtesy of the Jus-

and

politicians, in
Mugabe, feeling

Tekere forming a new political party. The
cruellest month which had started with

let alone

which he said would seek

the words of President

forced

appeared to be a dosage of cruelty of a kind no one could have predicted,
to

The suicide left ZANU-PF

of the Sandura Commission, the formation of ZUM appears to have the essential trappings

of an event that might make
enduring political impact on ZANUPFs agenda, particularly the apparent
silent seemingly well-orchestrated drive
toward a one-party state in Zimbabwe.
an

ZUM leader,

Edgar Tekere

The ZUM

18, the ruling party had lost seven

politicians of ministerial rank; politicians
were found corrupt beyond public
tolerance. The general public mood was

ment, ZANU-PF

and is still that there

sued at

who

are more

corrupt

politicians in the ruling ZANU-PF
hierarchy who must be cleaned out if the
party is to restore any semblance of public
confidence in its hitherto scarcely challenged claim to power. As if this was not
cruel enough to nationalist jxjliticians
who had over the years sought to project
impeccable heroic images dating back to
the days of the liberation struggle, their
cruellest moment of April blues must
have come on April 20, 1989, when the
man who had served the longest political
prison term before independence,
Maurice Nyagumbo, took his own life.

One

thing for

Challenge

sure

is that, for the

mo-

has before it the ZUM

challenge. In its inaugural statement (isa press conference on April 30,
1989 at the Monomotapa Hotel in
Harare), ZUM enumerated nine considerations behind its formation:
•

Zimbabwe’s national

leadership in
so thoroughly
decayed (as typified in the revelations
of the Sandura Commission Report)
that we are very close to the point of
total collapse of the Executive.
The people of Zimbabwe have lost all
confidence in and respect for the inGovernment is

•

already

stitution of Government.
•

The

country’s economy has more
seriously suffered than it did under the
SAFEM AUGUST, 1989

strain of the liberation war and UN im-

•

posed economic sanctions.
The level of unemployment has
reached a proportion so phenomenal
that it has become very unrealistic for
one to expect a halting of the trend (let
alone a reversal) under the Government in power.

•

Housing for the people has become a
pipe dream for the alarmingly increased numbers in

•

our

urban

areas.

Local and

foreign investors’ concompletely eroded.
The transport sector has virtually collapsed.
Every income earner and prospective
and existing investor is complaining
about the heavy burden of taxation
while the country is being pushed
deeper and deeper into the quagmire
of debt while continually hoping to surfidence has been

•

•

vive
•

on

grants.

The

ruling party is vigorously advocating the conversion of Zimbabwe into a
one-party state and thereby seeking to
entrench its internally undemocratic
self as a state dictatorship.

Given the above considerations, the
ZUM statement claimed that the

new

party would seek to rectify the excesses of
the ruling party by pursuing six major ob-

jectives:
•

•

To promote

and

real and all-

secure

has to do with the raison d’etre of ZUM’s

formation.

Why and how was ZUM
formed? Who really is behind ZUM?
Several times after his expulsion from
ZANU-PF on October 27, 1988, Edgar
Tekere maintained that, because he was
in favour of national unity, he would not
form his own party despite having been
publicly challenged by President Mugabe
do

so.

How then did Tekere have

a

To promote

wheel?

the complete rejection of

one-party state in Zimbabwe and

multi-party democracy.
To secure the respect for and development

of

our

various national cultures

and to restore and

and role of

our

secure

chiefs

as

leaders of our country.
To promote and redirect

the

dignity

traditional

the national
in a manner that maximises
production and achieves equitable distribution without being constrained by
any theoretical ideolo^es foreign to
Zimbabwe but to be guided by typically Zimbabwean historical, cultural and
social experiences.
To instil and insist on a high sense of
discipline smd resolutely oppose and
stamp out all forms of corruption and
economy

•

Although a good number of issues contained in the ZUM statement of April 30,
1989, smack of a rather manifestly shallow
political platform in view of some of the
policy changes which seem to be underway in Zimbabwe, some other elements
of the platform such as ZUM’s quest for
a multi-party democracy and ipso facto its
opposition to a one-party state, deserve
critical analysis given what appears to be
a significantly growing public opposition,
including from within ZANU-PF, to oneparty rule in Zimbabwe. However, before
isolating the interesting elements of
ZUM’s declared agenda, the more fundamental question to ask and examine

change of heart between October 27,
1988 and April 30,1989? Is Tekere a front
passenger, or is he the man behind the

secure a

•

ZUM’s Uncharted Manifesto

to
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Admittedly, such questions necessarily
speculative examination. This is as
it should be. When one judges the current
national scene by the seemingly
frightened and divided official reaction to
the formation of ZUM, it is doubtful that
the ruling ranks have a full grasp of the
dynamics of political opposition now
sweeping the nation. The nature of
politics in the country today defies
predictive certainty. Zimbabwe’s politimvite

cal future remains

delight;

up

a

Machiavellian

for grabs, with a number of
running around in the

would-be Princes
shadows! This is

one

dogmatic political system, Zimbabwe
remains ambivalent about how and where

politically. It is in this respect that

to go

the formation of ZUM should be
that

is,

seen:

as

yet another ante in the political

stakes for

deciding the future direction of

the country.

embracing national imity of all people
without regard to tribe, race, ethnic
grouping, religion or sex.
a

•

•

nepotism at all levels of leadership of
oiu- society.
To promote the cause for democracy,
peace and security in Africa and elsewhere in 'the world through the Organisation of African Unity.

factor that makes

Perhaps curiously, to understand
ZUM

one

must

ZUM is not

understand ZANU-PF.
"new"

political party as
Rather, it appears to be a resurfacing of ex-ZANU-PF elements who either
a

such.

manoeuvred out of

political power
independence, or who, in one way
or another, have fallen out of^ace since
independence. The resurfacing of these
elements, under the ZUM banner, poses
a serious challenge to the mainstream
wing of the ruling party.
were

before

The official reaction to ZUM has left

fundamental

questions about ZANUdemocracy. One
clear message that has been coming from

PFs commitment to

the circles of officialdom is that the emer-

of any new party works against naunity. The logic, if there is any, of
this position is that Zimbabwe should be
a one-party state in the interest of national unity.
gence

tional

Democracy First

or

National Unity?

In Zimbabwe, to say that national unity
is more important than democraey, is tantamount to

making

a

historical

sion that seeks to alter the

conver-

course

and

of the Zimbabwean liberation
struggle. National unity is a post-independence phenomenon in Zimbabwean
politics. National unity has no inherent
virtues. The substantive meaning of national unity within the context of the
liberation struggle in 21imbabwe should
be seen against the background of the
quest for democracy. Without such a context, it is rather misleading to suggest that
there is something inherently sacrosanct
about national unity. Moreover, it is
problematic to define national unity
within the confines of a single political
party. National unity must be a dialectical
result of competing political parties
purpose

under

common

constitutional rules.

The Zimbabwean

body politic lacks

a

the country somewhat unique within the
African experience. That is to say, unlike

viable constitutional character which

many African

political party as a matter of serious national unity. Addressing a 21ANU-PFs

locked

countries which have deadthemselves into some degenerate

could accommodate

more

than

one
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demonstration against the formation of ZUM in Harare on May, 27,1989,

women

the

phenomenon is happening in South
Africa with the banning of black political
parties such as the African National Con-

Women’s

gress

ruling party’s Secretary for the
League, Mrs. Joyce Mujuru,
criticised those who argue that there is no
democracy in Zimbabwe saying, "If there
was no democracy they would not have
formed any party". What she and others
do not

seem

understand is that,

to

democracy require- not only the right to
form political pan ies, but also the right of
those parties to pursue their objectives
within the laws of the land. ZUM is being
denied the latter. Beyond this, Mrs.
Mujuru said something telling about the
absence of democracy in the values of officialdom. The Sunday Mail of May 28,
1989, quoted her as having said:
...

in African custom

the head of a

the father waj

house. If anything went

child would not complain
to the father, but would seek other
ways of doing so ... You will never
get a child telling his father to step
down because he has failed to mn the
affairs of the house, but there are always ways of dealing with their
problems. Even in a marriage there is
no family without its
problems but
wrong a

there

This

itself

are

ways to

solve them.

of thought process speaks for
far as the case for democracy in

sort

as

Zimbabwe is concerned. To suggest that
the president of a nation is metaphorical-

ly equivalent to fatherhood, and that
citizens are equivalent to children, is a
dangerous form of paternalism fundamentally in conflict with modern political order. Mrs. Mujuru’s characterisation
of African
or

custom

false. The

is either anachronistic

price of modern political

order is calculated

on

the basis of basic

human rights, and not obscure customs of
convenience. One such necessary human

right is the right to form and join political
associations.

During UDI, the illegal regime of Ian
majority the right
to form political associations, something
which is a basic human right. It is in this
context that political parties such as
Smith denied the black

ZANU and ZAPU

banned, with
such as Bishop Abel
Muzorewa’s A.N.C having had activities
severely curtailed. The same
other smaller parties
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were

and the

severe

restrictions

on

the

United Democratic Front.
For Zimbabweans to experience the
totality of political independence, it is
necessary that they have the right to form
political associations since this is precisely what they were denied for almost a century. To suggest that political participation is only possible within the context of
the machinery of the ruling party is tantamount to saying that what is good for

ZANU-PF is

good for everyone.

The Political Basis for Zimbabwe’s

Democracy
It is

against this background of the
struggle for democracy in Zimbabwe that
one can at least see two basic considerations which make the ZUM challenge to
ZANU-PF rule a serious one. First, a

good number of those rumoured

to be

somehow associated with ZUM have

a

legitimate claim to having played some
significant role in the struggle for independent Zimbabwe. Second, the performance of ZANU-PF as a
ruling party
since indejjendence has been less satisfactory on several scores. The combination of these two considerations has triggered a set of dialectics which have left
the ruling party naked in the eyes of intraparty opposition, let alone extra-party opposition from other minority parties ineluding unhappy elements in PF-ZAPU.
Some elaboration of the two considerations is in order.
Some observers of the African

political
mainly Zimbabweans with vested
interests, have argued that Zimbabwe is
scene,

and will continue to be different from
other African countries which attained
their independence in the sixties and

before, because of the national

con-

sciousness bestowed on Zimbabweans by
the armed liberation struggle. This author
does not agree with such an interpretation mainly because the armed struggle in
Africa is not a uniquely Zimbabwean

phenomenon. It happed in Angola and
Mozambique, to mention two equally
compelling cases.
Contrasts with Angola and

Mozambique
There appears to be vast differences of
cousciousness between, say, Mozam¬

bicans and

Angolans

and Zimbabweans

on

on

the

one

hand,

the other. The

former have tolerated self-imposed
governments which have remained contemptuous of democracy, since the fall of
Portuguese rule in the two countries. An-

golans and Mozambicans have never experienced the right to choose through
democratic elections, whereas Zimbabweans have exercised that
right twice
since independence in 1980 and they will
be going through the same democratic experience for the third time in 1990.
If the armed struggle brings a revolutionary, that is, a democratic, consciousness, why is it that there apjjears to be no
democracy in Mozambique and Angola?
It remains a painful truth that those two
countries desperately need an internal
political settlement. The problem is that
there can be no political settlement
without democracy. When all is said and
done, on what political basis do
FRELIMO and MPLA claim legitimate
authority when they ascended to power
through the bullet and not the ballot?
Why have these two organisations not
submitted themselves to the test of the
consent of the governed?
Answers to such questions are not to be
found in the armed struggled waged by
FRELIMO and MPLA. There is no in-

herent virtue in an armed

struggle. Clearly, politically criminal movements like
RENAMO can wage a sustainable armed
struggle, but to what ethical or moral
end? As such, rather than looking at the
armed struggle as something that changes
people’s consciousness, in and of itself,
we should look at the internal
composition of the country in question in terms of
the entrenched culture of its political
tradition and moral values, regardless of
whether the country in question is under
colonial occupation or any other rule.
In this respect, Angola and Mozambique cannot be expected to be suddenly
democratic when they have not had even
a semblance of
democracy for over five
hundred years. Portuguese rule of the two
countries was crude and without any virtues of democracy. When Angola and
Mozambique got their independence,
there was a flight of Portuguese capital
and skilled personnel, not to mention the
flight of all and sundry. The Portuguese
could not entertain the idea of staying in
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

these two countries because

they knew
they had not planted a tradition of democracy, a tradition which has
never existed in Portugal itself. Therefore, they, with good reason, feared black
revenge against whites since the possibility of racial reconciliation at the time
of Angolan and Mozambican indepcndence was between slim and none.
In Zimbabwe, the situation was quite
different. The period before, during and
after UDI was characterised by several
attempts to bring some semblance of constitutional democracy through the limited
too

well that

efforts of the British Government and
others.
The Fundamental Political

Question

The fundamental problem in the struggle for Zimbabwe was one of racism and
not of demcKracy as such. The basic ingredients for an institutional framework,
which may be described as the "white factor", explains why Zimbabwe may be different from other African countries such

Angola and Mozambique, not to mention others such as Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanas

zania and Zambia, which did not inherit
a similar institutional fabric. To the extent
that this is a plausible thesis, a majorityruled South Africa will be

even more

modation

problem is that, in Zimbabwe,

with other

and others which are still

thing desirable. Indeed, despite the consideration that some key individuals in
PF-ZAPU seem to be riding high at the
expense of disgraced elements in ZANUPF who now stand publicly accu.<;ed of
corruption, there nevertheless appears to
be deep-seated dissonance within the PF21APU hierarchy and between the party
and its general membership. While

pending.
totality of reconciliation in Zimbabwe encompasses at least four types of
political accommodation:
The

•

accommodation between black and

white

populations;

•

accommodation between PF-ZAPU
and ZANU-PF;

•

accommodation within ZANU-PF;
and

•

accommodation within PF-ZAPU

Arguably, the period since independence in 1980 has witnessed some
measure of racial reconciliation, even
though blacks and whites in Zimbabwe
remain a breed apart in cultural and social terms. Much more recently, following
the unity agreement between 21ANU-PF
and PF-ZAPU at the end of 1987, there
some noticeable reconciliation
between the two major parties, PFhas been

ZAPU and
sues are

ZANU-PF, although some isas evidenced

yet to be resolved

by the painfully slow process of Integration
a process which has left the
p)ossibility of a unified congress in serious
-

doubt.

democratic vis-å-vis other African

While the reconciliations between

countries, than the hitherto ambivalent

ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU and between

Zimbabwe.

whites and blacks appear to

The armed struggle in Zimbabwe was
waged, not really to bring the institution

of

democracy into the country, but to

broaden it to everyone by removing
racism. Some of the ZANU-PF elements,
and here

one

should also include

some

PF-ZAPU functionaries who

the removal of racism in
count

their contribution

fought for
Zimbabwe, can
to

the national

of liberation with

pride, and yet some
marginalised by intraparty fighting before, at and after independence.
This suggests that while the national
Wcir was won in 1980, the
p)olitical struggles of "who is who" among the old and
new nationalists is still going on. Accordingly, ZANU-PF, as the ruling party, still
has the problem of accommodating its
war

of them have been

ranks which

were

victims of what

Masipula Sithole has called the "struggles
struggle" in a book of the same
title. One consequence of this accom¬

within the
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party can think of national reconciliation

national reconciliation has several features some of which have been addressed

be at least on
course, the question of intra-reconciliation within each of the two major parties
remains elusive. Indeed, the latter does
not even appear to be on the agenda of
the ruling elite in either party.
With PF-ZAPU, intra-party unity has
been quite a thorny issue since the period
following independence. Two issues
point to this problem. First, the dissident

parties, assuming that PF-

21APU views such reconciliation as some-

Joshua Nkomo is

politics, the

now

back in national

same cannot

be said of PF-

ZAPU stalwarts such

as

Dumiso

Dabengwa. Here and there, in and
around Bulawayo, some leaders of PFZAPU who are not government ministers
are increasingly
becoming subjects of uncharitable public jokes and general
ridicule. This smacks of the dismay of PFZAPU supporters at what they see as the
leadership’s betrayal of the masses in
favour of self-aggrandisement. To be
sure, just about everyone in that part of
Zimbabwe seems happy that the dissident
days are over, but there are lingering
doubts about the nature and meaning of
the unity agreement between PF-ZAPU
and ZANU-PF signed in December 1987.
ZANU-PF
In the

—

Internal Squabbles

of ZANU-PF, the

failure of
intra-party unity took a dramatic turn for
the worse with the expulsion of Edgar
case

Tekere on October 27,1988. This came at
a time when the
ruhng party was going

through a trying period of internal squabtopical then was the Mahofa
saga at Mupandawana District in Gutu
South. This saga, which remains potentially explosive, underscored the lack of
unity within the ZANU-PF hierarchy,
particularly at provincial level, as it battied for grassroots support, with no clear
side winning the battle. Hence the war of
nerves continues. The squabbles within
bles. Quite

triggered by what some saw as a
disgruntled affair of self-styled "Super
TJKPV" elements, notwithstanding the
doubts of some diehard ZAPU loyalists
who have questioned the authenticity of

ZANU-PF were not restricted to Masvin-

dissidents as

go.

menace

a

machination of PF-ZAPU.

Second, the rather opportunistic flight
from PF-2LAPU to ZANU-PF by political figures such as Ctdlistus Ndhlovu, not

mention many other less known individuals like the current Minister of
to

Before the Mahofa affair in Gutu
South, similar echoes of disunity were
heard in the Midlands and in Harare
where ZANU-PF

independents publicly
challenged official party candidates at
local elections with

Youth, Sports and Culture, David
Kwidini, signifies the need for reconcilia-

results.

tion inside PF-ZAPU before the

in Zimbabwean

minority

In

Manicaland, the

some

successful

current hot

ground

politics, ZANU-PF had
27

treaded

difficult

territory since indepiendence, in that the ruling party had to
contend with Bishop Muzorewa and the
self-exiled Reverend Ndabaningi Sithole.
While some may view these politicians as
external to 2L\NU-PF, it is arguable that
they and their supporters are in fact internal to ZANU-PFs intra-unity problem in

find

the historical

functionaries here and there

on

ZUM
At any

sense.
—

rate, one of the poignant chal-

between PF-ZAPU and ZANU-PF

the ultimate

disintegration of ZANU
historical party. These elements charge that diehard ZANU figures
have been, for whatever reason, slowly
removed from the ruling ranks of the
party, leaving the hierarchy to opportunistic novices whose questionable
as

proper as a

liberation credentials

are

characterised

by broken loyalty.
Already, ZUM has at times been
denied permission to hold public rallies.
Another sign of the growing fear of ZUM
within the ruling psirty is the ironic call for
Tekere to disband ZUM and rejoin
ZANU-PF which not only expelled him,
but which also challenged him to form his
own party in the first place.
It has become a truism that, just like
political parties in Western Europe and
North America routinely claim to be
somehow concerned with liberal

democracy, in most of Africa
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ties claim

to

be in favour of socialism

PF dovetails rather

neatly within this
syndrome of invoking socialism for the
sake of the name. Consequently, one does
a

of

number

-

To be sure,

ZANU-PF

muttering

Zimbabweans have

ex-

perienced drastic quantitative changes in
essential social services such

as

health

and education since
under the

independence,
leadership of ZANU-PF. The

historical situation in Zimbabwe
sitated the

neces-

changes.

Ideological Contradictions:
ZANU-PF

vs

ZUM

It is in this context of the

come

out

boldly proclaiming

the

alleged irrelevance of "foreign"
ideologies. This is a challenge which
ZANU-PF should not take lightly, because the party had done little to prove
that socialism is relevant to Zimbabwe

Beyond this ideological challenge,
questioning the right of ZANU-

ZUM is

PF to rule forever in

This

a

one-party state.

challenge is formidable in two

respects. First, as was pointed out earlier

the struggle for Zimbabwe was really
about extending democracy to everyone
as opposed to having it as a preserve of a
on,

white racial

minority. Whatever
democracy may mean, it should begin
with the right to choose between, not only
competing values personified by individual politicians, but also through
competing parties with competing
programmes.

On

July 4 and 5, ZANU-PF and ZUM
opportunity to test each
other’s will and popularity at the polls in
a by-election in Dzivarasekwa held to fill
a parliamentary seat formerly occupied
by the late Maurice Nyagumbo. The byelection provided a realistic basis for assessing the extent to which ZUM’s challenge to ZANU-PF is serious; and the
magnitude of ZANU-PF’s support
among prospective voters.
had the first

Voter Turn-out and the Poll Results

Official

(Government) figures indipeople voted out of
some 64 000 registered voters in the
Dzivarasekwa constituency. The ZANUcated that 10 879

PF candiate was declared the winner with
7 254 votes,

ideological

contradiction within ZANU-PF that
ZUM has

Postscript: Observations on the
Dzivarasekwa By-election

as a

matter of Third World routine. ZANU-

rehearsed socialism.

A New Coalition

lenges of ZUM is that it is a convenient
regrouping tool for all hitherto marginalised or disgraced elements of
ZANU-PF, not only in Manicaland but
also throughout the country particularly
in Masvingo, Midlands and Harare. What
makes such a challenge serious is that
there are some within the marginalised
and disgraced ZANU-PF elements who,
perhaps supierficially, see the unity agreement

ticularly where the struggle for independence was protracted - political par-

didate
votes

was

while the defeated ZUM cansaid to have received 3 125

with 500 papers

found spoilt.

There have been varied interpretations

about the

meaning of these results. Most

attention has been

on

the 54 000

registered voters who chose to stay away
polling stations. Did they
boycott the ruling party? Or did they actually boycott both parties? One thing for
from the

sure

is that there

While

some

was

disenchantment.

voters were

apprehensive

about ZUM which had been in existence
for

some

most

67

days prior to the by-election,

of the disenchantment

seems

to

have been

against the ruling party in particular and the national political climate
in general. Unless the ruling party works
hard, the disenchanted voters in
Dzivarasekwa might be representative of
the mood of voters all around the nation
and

might be thus a ripe recruiting
ground for ZUM which seems to be effectively bracing itself for at least four other
by-elections before the 1990 general elections.

•

par¬
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MONEY AND FINANCE

Banking and Small Business
Dani Wadada Nabudere
In recent discussions in

Zimbabwe,

as

indeed elsewhere in Third World

countries, the issue of financing of small
and medium sized

enterprises (SMEs)
has loomed large. Indeed, a recent issue
of the ACP
European Community
magazine — The Courier (No. 115 —
May/June 1989) had a special "dossier" on
this issue. It is suddenly realised that
—

SMEs

at

are

crisis itself which had tended to shift activities from the formal to the informal
sector.
a

lished industrial houses which in most
cases are transnational entities as well as
commercial farmers with vested interests
in keeping things as they are.
In this rather intricate situation in

which the State itself is

speech delivered by the Senior

more

entrepreneurship,

well

scandalous" situation where 80 percent of the population who live in the
even

rural
are

areas

denied

(especially communal ones)
credit, when with the success

of the

agricultural policies, an increasing
savings mobilisation was coming from
these

areas.

In a recent paper by Mr Vijay Sharma,
Manager of the Financial Services
division of Grindlays Bank (reported in

The Financial Gazette of June

30, 1989)

the author

partly blamed this develop-

ment on the

fact that the bulk of financial

monetary resources are consumed by the
state for deficit

financing and parastatal

investment. He also referred to the lack
of risk-assessing expertise in the "green
30

interested

of a puzzle
when a solution to the problem is seen as
lying with the State formulating correct
policies to create an environment which
would encourage small and medium size
resources

as

as

making

available for their investment.

It is with the intention of

drawing attendeep causes behind the hostility of banks ^md other financial instituto

the

tions to SMEs that this article is written.
Constraints To Small Business

annual dinner of the Institute of Bankers
in Harare (as reported in The Herald, July

3,1989), the Minister decried the lack of
credit being extended to the "disadvantaged sectors of the economy" —
small businesses, particularly those in the
rural areas. He called it a "disturbing and

an

party, it becomes even

tion

Minister of Finance, Economic Planning
and Development, Dr Chidzero, at the

i.e. in the small

—

enterprises. He referred to the "hassle
factor" which faces these enterprises
when they are confronted with a financial
system, used to dealing with well-estab-

the backbone of national

development and that financial support
to them is crucial to the whole enterprise
of national development. This increased
awareness may have been occasioned
by
the dominant multilateral ideology in
vogue these days: privatisation of state
enterprise. It may also be the result of the

In

field ventures"

Development
One obvious factor
to

generating hostility

the SMEs is the agricultural, industrial

and financial

monopoly within the Zimbabwean economy. This is the underlying
cause to the hostility. The
monopoly is
real because it

arose out of the very well
known historical processes of dispossession of the African people by British

colonisers. This

monopoly has not been
tampered with and in fact in some areas
it has been intensified. The present
processes of globalisation of economic,
and particularly, financial relations, in

part being brought about by structural ad-

justment policies, are part of this intensified monopolisation of financial and
monetary resources on world scale. They
make worse the agricultural monopoly
which is exercised on land in Zimbabwe
which is partly protected by the Constitution and other

legal instruments. This is
expressed in the dominance of transna¬

tional and commercial farmer hold over
this resource. The monopoly is partly

connected with the

monopoly in industry
quite a sizeable portion of
agriculture is linked to manufacturing
processes, especially in the food sector,
and is expressed in the fact that something like ninety percent of Zimbabwe’s
industrial enterprises enjoy some form of
monopoly in the determination of prices
of manufactured goods. This is in part assured to them by the State tariff protection which gives them the domestic
market vis-ä-vis foreign competition.
This formidable monopoly is re-inforced, if not buttressed, by the financial
monopoly. This monofwly starts from the
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe which, apart
from its pivotal role of being banker to the
government and adviser on economic and
financial monetary policy of the governbecause

ment, is also lender of the last resort. It is
the regulator of the monetary and finan-

cial monopoly since it holds the reserves
of the merchant and commercial banks as
well

as

other financial institutions. Thus

within this

single institution is exercised
monopoly of the State over
financial and monetary resources, and
that of the private banks over the
economy. These together decide which
individual or enterprise is entitled to
credit, and if so, on what terms. Being an
organic link makes it disturbing. But although this power is harmonious at one
both the

end of the scale, it is also contradictory;
hence the disagreements that occur over
levels of credit

extension, etc.

The Role of The State and Economic

Development
This contradiction is

clearly brought
development policy
which the State may wish to implement in
order to address the needs of part of its
constituency: the African small
out

in the

area

of

businessman and farmer. For the Smith
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

regime, this task was easier because the
State represented a minority. With the
ZANU(PF) government, the issue is very
complex. On the one hand it is in control
of the State, which is a power of monopoly of a dominant social force (which is historical); on the other, it is a Government
which is elected by the popular masses.
These two roles at some point conflict
and this conflict is nowhere better illustrated than in the government’s fiscal
and monetary policy.
As is

well-known, fiscal and monetary
policy is the process by which a government

such

seeks to act in the economic field in

it maintains monetary and
financial stability and at the same time
generates economic development. As can
be seen, stability and development are
contradictory. Stability seeks to preserve
and development tends to change. In its
fiscal policy aspect, State policy aims at
creating productive investment, and in
the sjjecific situation of a newly independent country like Zimbabwe, it seeks
to improve the lot of the
majority who
were ignored during the colonial
days.
However, this aspect of the policy meets
with two contradictory realities. On the
one hand, while it aims at
supporting indigenous productive forces, these forces
are weak and cannot have
impact on the
economy immediately. On the other
hand, the State itself seeks to act in place
of these forces, but in so doing it draws
a

way that

The above situation is re-inforced

by

monetary policy to achieve fiscal objectives, this is undermined by the financial
system. The tools it uses to achieve this

State bonds. The banks in time find that

the bank rate, open

market operations,
technique and moral suasion.
In using these tools, the State, through the
Reserve Bank, tries to regulate "liquidity"
or funds available for economic
activity.
are

reserve

ratio

Tools like interest rates which follow the
bank rate are rendered ineffective to

generate resources to small enterprises
because of inflation

rates

which

are

to a

great extent imported through the
monopoly structure of the economy. This
tends to raise borrowing rates which
SMEs find prohibitive. When the State in
the meantime tries to act in the economic
field to bring about "economic develop-

intermediaries
order
mines

.buy its securities in
to raise the money. This underthe lending to private enterprise.

Banks also find that the State securities
are the only "liquid" assets to the extent
that

they

holding State securities infor lending to SMEs.
The above tendency is even further reinforced by the technique of "open
market operations". Here the governare

stead of deposits

ment

tries to increase

or

reduce the

"money supply" by selling or buying back

to

even

further

indigenous forces. In view of
pressing needs of the moment, the
State tends to strengthen the existing monopolistic forces and itself against society
as a

result.

it is safer for them to hold government
securities than to try to go all the way out
to attract

and lend out

deposits since this

would entail overhead costs such as build-

ings, transport, security etc. particularly
outlying (rural) districts. Given the fact
that interest rates are negative to attract
savings (due to inflation), the banks are
in

content

with the low interest

rates on

government bonds which the State also
prefers in order to keep its own costs of

borrowing low. In the end, the objective
mechanisms of monetary policy arc undermined, and the State resorts to moral
persuasions to get banks to lend to small
enterprise. If this fails, it resorts to administrative/communal

measures.

The Dilemma

to

the

itself and

and

ment", it asks banks and other financial

weakens the

to

cash for

lending, is
by the same trends
the liquidity is increasingly turned in
more

also made ineffective

its securities. Since the State must increase its role in the
economy, it tends to
sell its securities more than it is inclined

resources

banks to hold

the monetary policy asjject. In as much as
the State seeks to use the tools of

buy them back. The result is that this
tool becomes another way of increasihg
State borrowing at the expense of the
private (small-scale) sector. The reserve
ratio technique which aims at forcing

The dilemma of the State is clear to see.
Its efforts to

bring about development
merely re-inforces its own role in the
economy at the expense of small- and
medium-scale enterprises which tends to
suit the banks as well. In the meantime,
the banks blame the State for "lack of
clear

policy" and the State blames the
foresight". The dilem-

banks for "lack of

only be resolved by the people
raising their own savings through new
financial institutions. The Grameen (Village) Bank in Bangladesh is often cited as
a good
example of this effort, but even
ma

can

here

a

lot still remains to be desired. Real

revolutionary alternative methods of
resource

and

mobilisation,

resource

control

application have to be
worked out; otherwise the dilemma canresource

not be

resolved.

•
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FOCUS ON USA POLICY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

"We abhor

apartheid, but..The Sad
Story of U.S. Policy in Southern Africa

KcvilX

DcLTldhcr,

This article is
Southern

an

Africa Exchange

edited version of a paper presented to the

Conference

on

"Dynamics of Change in

Africa", Harare, May 29-June 3, 1989.

During the post-World War II period,
major
ideological theme of U.S. policy-makers.
Washington’s counter-revolutionary
wars against smaller states have been justified by pointing to Soviet support for
anti-communism has been the

socialist movements and regimes in the
Third World,
This is necessary because most
Americans believe in a fair fight: big guys
should not pick on little guys. So
Washington leaders have found it neces-

sary to portray

Nicaragua and Angola as really being
U.S. aggression against another big
country: the Soviet Union,
Racism and Anti-Communism
The

Urnr and death k^waf (t
the ammunistlmorfsts m Rhomssa.
,

See the madcommunist fenvrish

s^'np

tieahaldof^m.

thisxaiM dtey want fftepeade
The communist temnsts sif they a/e fighting mryoc
fie nWtet them deceive you they arefighting against you.

Theyt)^ teen turnedinto evilmen try the communist
camp

mstnjefirs in Mecambigue The communist temohsts

are now

the murdering maddogs

ZANU/dANlÅ.

An\pne whohelps the communistferwrists ishetpmg tb
öring termrand death to diepeople.
Temranddeath isfiie way otthe communist terrorists.

U.S. aggression against
as Grenada,

small countries such

implicit assumption is something

like this: "We westerners know what is
best for these Third Worlders, and we
shouldn’t let them
and make their
be taken

over

run

their

own

mistakes

societies

they will
by Moscow." This thinking
own

—

is as racist as the colonial rationale of the
white man’s burden. It is a world view that

Third World people are so
even though their children are
starving, they will not rebel unless a white
presumes
docile that

man

from Moscow incites them with

tract

by Lenin.

a

Then there is the equally absurd notion
that if the poor do rebel successfully, they
will

immediately hand their country over
Considering the limitations
of Soviet foreign aid, this assumes great
stupidity on the part of Third World
to the Soviets.

sja

'"i

leaders.

"tVe westerners know what is best for these
First
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Third Worlders,..."

published In None BtA Ourselves by Julie Frederickse, ZPH, 1983

The Cold War perspective sees
Africans, Asians, Latins and Arabs as ignorant of their own self-interest, suited
only for manipulation by outside powers.
Independence is not an option in this
zero-sum game; one can only choose between domination by the USA or the
USSR. This view is not only racist, it is inaccurate. The key development in Third
World politics over the past three
decades has been the growth of
nationalism and its organisational
manifestation, the Non-Aligned Movement. Some one hundred countries, of
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

various

political and economic persuasions, are members of the NonAligned Movement and they resent being
pressured to choose between two camps.
In Southern Africa, this anti-cornmunist emphasis of U.S. policy-makers
has made it difficult for them to calm the
hard-liners in South Africa’s ruling institutions such as the State Security Council. The South African hawks seem to

really believe that there is

a

Kremlin-

directed "total onslaught". The East-West

emphasis of U.S. policy-makers helps
Pretoria to shift responsibility for conflict
in the region to the two
super-powers,
thus disguising its own culpability.
One

begins to understand how the

racism and anti-communism of U.S.
rulers is intimately linked. We need

only

pose one simple question: would
such long-running hesitation

leaders

to pressure

there be
by U.S.
Pretoria if the racial

proportions in South Africa

were

reversed?
If

black

minority of fourteen percent
despotically over a white South
African majority, would we have heard
decades of debate over the alleged inefa

ruled

fectiveness of sanctions? If

minority regime

a

black

savaging white
neighbouring countries and shooting
were

white South African children dead in the
streets, how many days would it take for
western

gunboats to

appear

off the

coast

of South Africa?
This is not to say that

racism is the only
explaining U.S. reluctance to act
against white minority rule. The main factors shaping U.S. policy toward South
factor

Africa
•

can

be summarised

as

follows.

The U.S.

position as number one
global power in the post-World War II
period meant that Washington
developed foreign allies who would
welcome U.S. business and cooperate

•

exaggerated fear of communism
promoted by U.S. rulers.
The Bush Administration

The Bush administration’s

approach to

with U.S;

Southern Africa fits comfortably within
this racist and anti-communist tradition.

The

Following

military objectives.
of U.S. society with the
most influence over
foreign policy
(large transnational corporations and
national security agencies such as the
Pentagon and the CIA) developed
sectors

close ties to elites around the world, in-

•

the

a May 27, 1989, meeting in
Rome between South African Foreign
Minister Roelof "Pik" Botha and U.S.

Secretary of State James Baker, the
White House issued a statement that
seemed to accept Botha’s age-old

eluding the white minority regimes of

promise that the South African

southern Africa.

ment was

These

questionable alliances have required a rationale to make the policy
believable for the U.S. public: hence
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committed

govern-

ending white
minority rule. Secretary Baker was
quoted as saying that Botha had
to

"promised to abolish apartheid and we
pleased to hear that".
Whether Mr Baker actually believes
Pik Botha or not, the historical record on
U.S. policy is clear. All U.S. administrations in recent decades have opposed
apartheid in words while supporting it in
were

deeds. The South African economy survives because of its access to western

markets, capital and technology. The
South African Defence Force is

equipped

with

NATO-designed

weapons, including nuclear bombs.
Whenever South Africa was being con-

demned in the United Nations for its
latest

aggression against a neighbouring
its own people, it was Washington

state or
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(sometimes along with NATO allies) that
blocked U.N. condemnation. Whenever

economic sanctions were proposed, it
the United States government that

was

exercised its veto to protect Pretoria.
But lest we condemn Mr Bush for the
sins of his

predecessors, let

us

examine

the evidence on the Bush administration’s

plans for Southern Africa. The best
evidence we have so far is the testimony
before the U.S. Senate of Herman

(Hank) Cohen, nominated by Mr Bush to
replace Chester Crocker as Assistant
Secretary of State for African Affairs.
In these eonfirmation hearings, held on
May 3, 1989, Cohen defended the Bush
administration’s firm opposition to further economic sanctions against Pretoria.
Cohen stated: "A large number of
American companies in South Africa are
doing excellent things, which in my view,
could lead to the dismantling of the apartheid system." He added: "We should encourage companies to remain." In
another part of his testimony Cohen said
"we are deeply troubled by the possibility
of mandatory sanctions" by the United

highly educated (white) workers over less
educated (black) workers.
The Bush administration clings to the
discredited argument that economic
growth will automatically undermine inequality. Yet even sections of the U.S. business community admit that this belief is
not supported by historical evidence. In a
September 9, 1982 editorial the Wall
Street Journal stated;
South

Africa itself is the best arguagainst the notion that
economic growth necessarily brings
political liberalisation. Official
repression co-existed quite nicely
with economic growth during much
of the past fifty years or longer.
On Mozambique, Cohen said he
ment

believed that the South African government is doing its best to stop all assistance

going to RENAMO. Cohen also said he

would be

willing to talk to RENAMO. It

is hard to imagine, that with all the sophis-

ticated

intelligence at his disposal, Mr

Cohen

actually believes Pretoria has ter-

minated its control of RENAMO.

Policy in Angola

Regarding Angola, Cohen admitted
continuing U.S. support for UNITA. "We
are supplying UNITA with military and
non-military support... We should maintain that support in an effort to keep up
the pressure on the (MPLA) government." Note the double standard: the
South African government
under enough pressure and

is already
should be
treated gently, but the Angolan government should be "pressured" by blowing
the legs off Angolan peasants. What Mr
Cohen failed to acknowledge is that U.S.
support to UNITA is a violation of
Angola’s sovereignty; it is a violation of

Nations.
In

taking this position, the Bush ad-

ministration is consistent with past administrations and true to the material inof the

wealthy white businessmen
over-represented in
Washington. They seem to believe that
jobs for less than one percent of black
terests

who

are

so

South African workers somehow

com-

pensates for all the strategic support

given to the apartheid regime by U.S. corporations.
American Investment

They fail to acknowledge that U.S.
actually contribute
to the crisis of structural unemployment.
firms in South Africa

American investment in South Africa has
been strongest in capital-intensive sectors such as petrochemicals, computers

transportation
equipment, electrical machinery and
nuclear technology. The nature of capital-intensive industry is that it expands —
not through increased employment — but
through technological innovation. A main
effect of that technological innovation is
to replace workers with machines. Plus,
the high-tech nature of U.S. investment
means that it disproportionately employs
and business machines,
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that will play a dominant role in shaping the future of Southern
Africa are African workers and peasants ..."
"The social forces
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international law; and it puts Washington
in bed with the racist regime in Pretoria.

criticised Savimbi for severe human rights
abuses.

The

provision of lethal U.S. aid to
kept in mind when
reviewing Bush administration statements on the liberation
struggle in South
Africa. In its press statement of May 27
Savimbi should also be

the White House said that the U.S.
i

I

government intends "to engage with a full
range of black and white South Africans
in an effort to work towards the goal of

producing peaceful abolition of apartheid" (emphasis added).
!
This is an old U.S. policy line that is a
thinly disguised criticism of the liberation
movement’s use of armed struggle against
apartheid. Aside from sheer hypocrisy,
given that the United States gained its independence from England by means of
armed struggle, this statement makes
U.S. policy in Southern Africa
extremely
contradictory. They always express their
preference for "peaceful change" in South
Africa, yet provide the means (such as
Claymore land mines) for Savimbi to give
the Angolan people the dubious distinction of having a higher percentage of
legless people than any country in the world.
In his testimony Cohen said he did not
see...
...

any

human

real solid infonnation about
rights abuses by UNITA. On

the contrary, my knowledge of
UNITA is that they have tremendous

large percentof the population of Angola.

support among a very
age

Cohen also said that President Bush
would be

willing to meet with Savimbi in

the White House.
Yet Cohen could

easily get

access to

evidence of UNITA’s human rights
abuses. The Reverend Ben Chavis, Ex-

ecutive Director of the United Church of
Christ’s Commission for Racial Justice

Lest

we

UNITA

think Mr Cohen’s views

are

solely his

own, we

recall that Mr Bush’s first

on

should

foreign policy

before he was even inaugurated President — was that he would
keep giving military aid to the UNITA
rebels. Washington insiders now say Bush
is trying to increase aid to UNITA.
The Bush administration, like the
Reagan team, justifies its aggression on
Angola by referring to Cuban and Soviet
support for the government in Luanda.
pronouncement

—

But this anti-communist rationale

—

especially in these times of perestroika
and glasnost — has a hollow ring to it.
In addition to being erroneous, the
Cold War view that Third World
countries are little more than pawns in a

super-power conflict angers many Third
World leaders. President Robert

Mugabe put it well in the Winter 1987/88
issue of Foreign Affairs: "Those who judge
Africa in terms of East and West do
grave disservice
norance."

The Bush administration does not understand that a viable policy for South
Africa requires consent from the

majority, not just "stability" and meagre
concessions from the minority. The elites
who have controlled South Africa and al-

lied themselves with western rulers

ecutive Director of the New York-based
Human

Rights Watch, has cited "gross
rights by UNITA". And
recently, Savimbi biographer and longtime UNITA supporter Fred Bridgeland
abuses of human
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com-

plete disinvestment by U.S. corporations
operating in South Africa; a near total
embargo on U.S. trade wath South Africa;
restrictions on military cooperation; support for the multilateral imposition of
sanctions; and a prohibition against U.S.
oil companies who sell to South Africa
from bidding on any federal oil, gas and
coal leases.
This legislation will probably be approved by the House of Representatives,
but it stands little chance of approval in

the more conservative Senate this year.
The outcome ultimately depends on how
well those of
movement can

us

in the

anti-apartheid

mobilise pressure on Con-

the law. The passage of the
1986 U.S. sanctions law is instructive in
this regard.

gress to pass

Despite many achievements at the
level, the anti-epartheid movement

local

in the United States did not receive attention from the mass media until late 1984
and 1985.

During this period, a number of
converged to produce a
groundswell of anti-apartheid activity in
factors

the United States. In late 1984, South
Africa was erupting in protest, with a

major work stayaway in the 'Vaal Triangle
large demonstrations against the
government’s proposal for a new con-

The South African government

is

stitution that would exclude the black

physically strong and therefore some
policy-makers see Pretoria as an
important ally. But Pretoria’s strength is
negative. It has the power to destroy but

western

and

majority from sharing political power. It
this mass uprising in South Africa

was

that was the fundamental
in U.S. policy.

it does

not have the power to build.
Pretoria cannot stabilise the region, it can

only destabilise the region. The social forthat will play a dominant role in shaping the future of southern Africa are
ces

policies of Pretoria and Washington.

women

through Con-

to

a

are

strategy of attacking unarmed civilians in

majority of whom are innocent
and children". Arykeh Neier, Ex-

way

law would mandate:

transition

capable of leading
democracy.
not

African workers and peasants: the very
groups that are harmed the most by the

a

legislation working its
gress. The new

us a

and they display deep ig-

says his recent delegation to Angola
"found conclusive evidence that UNITA
has maintained a continuous pattern and

Angola,

Americans against corporate and government support for Pretoria.
There is currently strong sanctions

International

Solidarity is the Key

While the Bush administration seems
set to continue
Washington’s tradition of

siding with minority forces in Southern
Africa, the U.S. anti-apartheid movement is doing its best to mobilise

In

cause

of shifts

addition. Bishop Tutu was awarded

the Nobel Peace prize in October 1984
which drew media attention to an articu-

late

anti-apartheid voice. Also, with the

re-election of Ronald Reagan in November 1984, the dismal prospect of four
more

years

of "constructive engagement"

caused U.S. activists to think

more

bold-

ly.
Increased Media Attention

Beginning in November 1984 the newly
formed Free South Africa Movement

caught the media’s attention by organising daily protests at the South African
Embassy in Washington. These acts of
35

non-violent civil disobedience attracted
number of well-known

a

politicians, clergy,

trade unionists and celebrities. The

resulting publicity helped educate millions of Americans about apartheid and
strengthened opposition to South
Africa’s policies. Increased media attention
both to the upsurge in South
Africa and the spread of anti-apartheid
activity in the United States — played a
crucial role in shifting national sentiment
to a position more critical of continued
—

U.S. ties to Pretoria.

The

growing protest movement
strengthened congressional support for
sanctions. During the 1985 legislative session, numerous proposals for reducing
U.S. corporate and government ties to
Pretoria

were

introduced in the House

and Senate. The

Anti-Apartheid Act of
passed the House of Representatives (295-127) on June 5,1985. It called
for banning new U.S. investment and
nuclear collaboration, prohibiting bank
loans and computer sales to the South
1985

African government,

and stopping the
importation of Krugerrands. By September, sanctions legislation was gaining
momentum in the Republican-controlled
Senate. The Reagan administration faced
the likelihood of having to veto sanctions
legislation that could probably muster the
two-thirds majority needed to override a
presidential veto. President Reagan
headed off Senate action by issuing an Executive Order imposing very mild sanetions against South Africa.
This ploy by the President failed to placate anti-apartheid forces, and in 1986, a
new stronger piece of legislation made its
way through Congress. On October 2,
1986, the death knell of constructive
engagement was sounded when the
Senate voted 78-21 to join the House in
overriding President Reagan’s veto and
the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act
of 1986 became law.
The

Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid
(CAAA) embodies competing interests and is contradictory. It establishes
Act
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policies which may weaken the
apartheid state but it also contains
provisions designed to prevent leftist elements of the popular resistance from
gaining influence,
Most members of Congress seek a difficult goal: they would like to see apartheid eliminated without destroying
capitalism. But apartheid is not simply a
racist coating that can be peeled away
from a democratic, capitalist core; apartheid and capitalism developed together
in organic unity.
This is not to say that capitalism cannot
some

survive in South Africa without apartheid. As we have seen in many countries,

capitalism is very resilient and survives as
a world economy which is not dependent
on political changes in any particular
country. But South Africa is distinct in
that (1) inequality is obvious because
owners

and workers tend

to

be different

colours, and (2) many pro-capitalist forces

outside South Africa express support

for the

struggle against apartheid, even
though that struggle is led by organisations highly critical of capitalism.
Conclusion

corporations to pull back from South
Africa. At the same time, popular alliances
across
borders were being
strengthened.
These changes translate into pressure
on the policy-makers. Note that it was
during the reign of Ronald Reagan — the
U.S. administration more friendly to
Pretoria than any in recent memory —
that U.S. sanctions advanced further than
before. Reagan’s permissive policies
strengthened the hard-liners in South
Africa’s militarised government, allowing
them to strike out viciously against their
foes. While crushing many opponents of
apartheid, this conservative violence also
ever

fanned the flames of international

protest. The growing size and sophistication of the

mass

pressure in the United States
enough to force even a sympathiser like Reagan to impose punitive
measures against Pretoria.
For those who may be deceived by the
liberal-sounding double-talk of some
Bush spokespersons, we must emphasise
this final point. Action against Pretoria by

popular
strong

U.S. elites

If allowed to continue

on

its present

U.S.

policy will probably remain
contradictory and ineffective: popular
opposition to apartheid will remain high
enough to prevent Washington from
saving a pro-capitalist regime, while U.S.
policy-makers’ fears about the socialist
course.

of South Africa’s

opposition
movement will prevent U.S. policy from
embracing the most dynamic forces in
content

South African

society. Washington’s

policy will appear wishy-washy and of two
minds, caught as it is between the lingering interests of the CIA, Pentagon, and
powerful corporations on the one hand,
and growing international opposition to
apartheid on the other.
The chain of
above

be

cause

and effect outlined

clearly during the
1980s. Intensified struggle inside South
Africa weakened elite alliances by forcing
can

democratic movement in

South Africa touched off an escalation of

—

governmental

whether corporate or
—

has been infrequent,

and when it has occurred, it has been the
result of mass pressure. Thus it is crucial

for concerned intellectuals to take their
direction from the needs and
of the

mass

This

aspirations

movement.

anti-apartheid movement in the
constantly remind concerned

U.S. must

Americans that it is the South African

people

—

not Americans

—

who will

liberate South Africa. But to the extent

that

anti-apartheid forces in the United
can help sever the links of support

States

between the U.S. elite and their South
African counterparts,

while building
solidarity at the grassroots level, we can
prepare both our countries for a more
democratic and just future. •

seen

many western government

agencies and
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LIBERATION MOVEMENTS

The

April Massacre: Conspiracy or South
African Intransigence in Namibia?
KdirC ÄdbUBTldc

SWAPO’s External Mission, Sweden

The

Namibia

people of Namibia had been looking forward with optimism to 1 April,
1989. For on that day, the implementation
of the ten-year overdue UN plan for

during the transition to independence according to the UN plan. I
would like to address myself to these
claims briefly below. Furthermore, I will

them Namibia. It is

Namibia, also known

also look at the role of the other

given the prominence that it deserves in

was

to commence.

as

Resolution 435,

Since December 22,

1988, after the signing of the agreement
between the governments of Angola,
Cuba and South Africa in New York
which made

provision for the implemen-

tation of Security Council Resolution 435,

April 1,1989, acquired a special status in
the consciousness of the people of
Namibia.

Indeed, April 1,1989 will go down as a
special day in the history of Namibia.
However, it will not be remembered for
the

reasons the people of Namibia had
hoped for. They had hoped that that day

would mark the end of an era of death and
destruction and the annunciation of a

period of

peace

that the people of

Namibia have

not known for over a
hundred years. Indeed, on that day, the

South African army got licence from
UNTAG to butcher the people of

Namibia.
The uninitiated observer is
the

puzzled by
mystical transformation of April 1,

1989 from what it

was to

become, viz.,

a

day of peace and security, to what it became, a day of death and destruction.
One of the parties to the conflict. South
Africa, wasted no time in selling her version through the mass media. The
Western media has picked up South
African allegations and turned them into
facts without verifications.
There have been two primary allegations which the media turned into facts.
The first is that there

was an

into Namibia
eve

by SWAPO fighters on the
April 1,‘1989. The second is that
were to be no SWAPO
fighters in

of

there

incursion
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two

par-

ties. South Africa and the UN.

mass

The South African

regime claimed that
fighters crossed into Namibia
on the eve of April 1,1989. This claim has
been taken for fact by reporters without
paying any attention to SWAPO’s version
of what happened.
It is a well-known fact, that SWAPO
has been waging a guerrilla warfare
against the South African occupation
army for the last twenty-three years.
SWAPO fighters have had a sizeable
presence in Northern Namibia since the
independence of Angola in 1975. With
regard to the period, preceding the signing of the cease-fire, the presence of
SWAPO fighters in Northern Namibia
well-known fact. SWAPO armed

development of the course of
events since April 1,1989 testifies to the
fact that the South African occupation
army was aware of the whereabouts of
PLAN forces.

For, the South African

army launched

surprise attacks on PLAN

combatants

on several sites. South
Africa’s claim that several PLAN combatants crossed into Namibia on the eve

of April 1,

1989 is a fabrication designed
justify her violation of the cease-fire
agreement. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no independent reporter who
to

went to
an

well

as

information about

the movements of the South African

troops.
The presence of SWAPO fighters was
to the South African occupa-

also known

tion army. A

week or
ing of the cease-fire,

so

before the sign-

a

high-ranking of-

ficer in the South African Defence Force,
Colonel Franz van der Merwe disclosed
to

and established that
occur.

What the

correspondents of the
various Western papers have been doing
is simply to transform South African
claims into facts.

to a

population who supplied them with
as

war zone

Namibia-based

On the

all, facilitated by the cooperation of the
foodstuffs

the

incursion did

permanent presence which was, above
local

media.

The

SWAPO

forces established what amounted

army

batants in Northern Namibia has not been
the

On the Question of Incursion

was a

regrettable, however,
by the South African
of the presence of PLAN com-

that the admission

journalists at Oshakati that he was
of the presence of SWAPO armed

aware

forces in Northern Namibia. This was,

however, not the first time that South
African army personnel acknowledged
the presence of SWAPO fighters in Nor-

Question of Bases

It has been claimed in several quarters

that the UN

plan does not make
provisions for the presence of PLAN forces in Namibia during the transitional
period. It is said that SWAPO’s demand
for the establishment of bases is based

on

gross misunderstanding of the UN plan.
It is also alleged that the presence of
a

PLAN forces constitutes

a

violation of the

plan. These claims have gone unchallenged in the media and have often been
taken for facts.

The

validity of these claims should be

assessed in relation to the content of
Resolution 435 and other relevant documents.
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If

we

look

at

Resolution 435, there is

sentative

to Luanda for a meeting with
senior commanders of the People’s

absolutely no clause that states directly or
indirectly that there shouldn’t be
SWAPO bases in Namibia during the
transitional period. In fact, the resolution
is completely silent on the question of
military bases, be they South African or

UNTAG started to make contact with

SWAPO’s.

SWAPO

Liberation Army

of Namibia. Unfortunately, this meeting did not materialise.
It was only after the violation of the ceasefire by the South African army that

The

question of military bases was,
however, brought to the fore in the 26
February 1979 report of the SecretaryGeneral concerning the Implementation
of Security Council Resolution 435 (1978)
and 439 (1978) On the Question of
Namibia. Paragraph 11 of this report
stated:

1, 1989, there
made

question.
record that

was no

up to April
agreement that

provision for the removal of

SWAPO armed forces from Northern

Namibia. The presence

of SWAPO
fighters in Northern Namibia on April 1,
constituted neither
side of SWAPO

a

violation

the restriction to base

of all SADF

forces within Namibia and their subsequent phased withdrawal as outlined in the Proposal. Any SWAPO
anned forces in Namibia at the time
of the cease-fire will, likewise, be
restricted to base at designated locations inside Namibia to be specified
by the Special Representative after
necessary consultation.

regime raised ob-

jections about the establishment of
SWAPO bases in Namibia as suggested in
the report of the Secretary-General. The
South African regime justified its objection through, among other things, a claim
that SWAPO had

no bases in Namibia. It
thus up to SWAPO to prove to the
UN that it had a sizeable military

was

presence in Namibia upon which the UN
was to make the
necessary arrangements

for the establishment of bases.

consistently maintained

that its armed forces found in Namibia at
the time of the cease-fire should be confined to base within Namibia. SWAPO
has persistently urged the UN to pay ur-

gent attention to the question of the
demobilisation of troops and their subsequent confinement to bases. The last initiative in this regard was taken on the 22
March 1989 when SWAPO invited the
UNTAG Force Commander or his repre-

on

a

the

it has been claimed in

forces from Northern Namibia

to the

neighbouring countries to be confined

to

bases there.

of PLAN forces in the neighbouring
countries to which SWAPO subscribed
referred to those forces found there at the
time of the cease-fire. This is explicit in
the report of the UN Secretary-General
that I cited above. The relevant

Tripartite Agreement between the
governments of Angola, Cuba and South
Africa. According to the terms of this
agreement, the governments of Angola
and Cuba undertook to use their good offices with SWAPO to urge the movement
to deploy its armed forces north of the
16th parallel once the South African
troops are totally withdrawn from Angola.
Again, this agreement does not address
itself to SWAPO forces who found themselves in Namibia at the time of the cessation of hostilities. SWAPO conformed to
this agreement. Those armed forces who
in Angola were deployed north of

were

the 16th

All SWAPO anned forces

African troops

from Angola. SWAPO

given strict orders

in neigh-

restricted to base in these countries.

While the

Proposal makes no
specific provision for the monitoring
by UNTAG of SWAPO bases in
neighbouring countries, nevertheless,
however, paragraph 12 of the
Proposal states that: "Neighbouring
of their abilities that the
provisions of the transitional arrangements, and the outcome

of the
respected. Diey shall
also be requested to afford the necessary facilities to the United Nations
personnel to carry out their assigned
functions and to facilitate such
measures as may be desirable
for ensuring tranquility in the border
are

areas."

question of confinement of
SWAPO forces to bases in neighbouring

in Namibia

were

to avoid contact with

gements were to be made for them to be
confined to bases within Namibia. PLAN
forces observed these instructions to the
letter until a formal cease-fire was signed.
were

South African army on

attacked

by the
the day, 1 April

1989, when formal cease-fire came into
force. Who violated the cease-fire? Is it
the aggressor,

i.e. the South African army
fighting
in self-defence? It goes without saying
that it is the South African army that violated the cease-fire agreement. Inspite of
this fact, the mass media did very little to
expose South Africa’s breach of the UN
plan for Namibia.
or

PLAN forces who have been

The Role of South Africa

countries shall be requested to ensure
to the best

were

the South African army until a formal
cease-fire was signed after which arran-

PLAN forces

bouring countries wilt, on the commencement of the cease-fire, be

The

parallel. Furthermore, the move-

declared

a unilateral cease-fire in
order to facilitate the withdrawal of South

ment

paragraph (12) reads:

election,

also addressed in the

was

armed forces who

The notion of the confinement to.bases

•

The South African

as

nor

several quarters. At no point has SWAPO
committed itself to withdrawing its armed

restricted to base. This would involve
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this

misunderstanding of the UN plan

According to the settlement
Proposal, coincidental with a cessation of all hostile acts, the South
African Defence Force (SADF) and
SWAPO armed forces will be

SWAPO has

on

It should go on

countries

The South African

regime has shown a
disrespect for the UN plan for
Namibia. To start with, there were to be
no South African
troops in the area where
they attacked PLAN forces. South
African troops were supposed to have
been confined to base on 1 April 1989.
total

The attack on PLAN forces who were

not

in the

vicinity of any South African
military base testifies to the fact that
South Africa failed to confine its forces to

base.
South Africa has tried to clear itself of

the failure to

comply with the UN plan by
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989
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claiming that it was the police force rather
than the army that was engaged in the action against SWAPO. This claim is,
however, invalidated by two factors. The
first is that the counter insurgency unit,
Koevoet, that has been waging the war
against PLAN now makes up half of the
police force. We thus have soldiers in
police uniforms. Secondly, the soldiers in
police uniforms were not carrying small
arms but heavy arms. As such,
they are
soldiers in all but

name.

The South African

regime did not show

rangements that were suggested by the
UN Secretary-Generjil

after the outbreak
of fighting on 1 April. The aim of the
South Africans was to wipe out SWAPO
armed forces in Namibia. It was only after
realising that that was an impossible task
that South Africa started to show interest
in restoring the cesise-fire. As such, what

precipitated the Mount Etjo meeting between representatives of the governments
of Angola, Cuba and South Africa was
not peaceful intentions on the side of the
South African regime. Rather, it was the
reconfirmation of the fact that the

People’s Liberation of Namibia
nut to

was a

crack.

Having failed to wipe out the armed
forces of SWAPO, the South African

regime signed the Mount Etjo DeclaraAccording to this declaration,
SWAPO forces were to be given free passage to designated assembly points from
where they were to be escorted to Angola.
While Angola and Cuba signed the declaration with the purpose of sparing
human life, the South African regime had
its own designs. She hoped to use the dec¬
tion.

corroborated by the fact that the South
African army has continued to kill
SWAPO’s

fighters even after the signing
of the Mount Etjo Declaration. South
Africa was treating the fighters who gave
themselves up in accordance with the
agreement as criminals and at best
an

fecting compliance to the cease-fire.

indication of South Africa’s

justify its behaviour. UNTAG has lost
credibility among the people of Namibia.

only for the Mount
Etjo Declaration but for the entire UN
plan for Namibia. In fact, the UN did very
little to bring South Africa to compliance
with the terms of the exercise for the
decolonisation of Namibia.
On the Role of the UN

The UN, supposed to be a neutral arbitrator between SWAPO and South

Africa, played

dubious role during the
period following the violation of ceasefire by the South African army. UNTAG
made itself guilty of partiality by relying
on

adherence to the cease-fire. Should any
party break the cease-fire, the task of
UNTAG would be to mediate between
the warring parties with the purpose of efEven the fact that UNTAG did not have
the bulk of its military personnel cannot

prisoners of war.
This is

played from the point of view of the terms
of the UN plan for Namibia. The role of
UNTAG was to keep peace and ensure

as

total contempt not

any interest in bringing the fighting to an
end. She turned down the cease-fire ar-

hard

laration in order to complete her mission
of wiping out SWAPO’s fighters. This is

a

South Africa’s version of the course of
Northern Namibia without

A

lot remains

to

be done if UNTAG is to

restore its

credibility among the people of
betrayed. One important aspect of confidence building would
be to increase the military component of
UNTAG to the original number of 7 600.
Namibia who felt

Conclusions
It is important to point out in conelusion that SWAPO understood the
terms of the UN

plan for Namibia. In fact,

SWAPO was involved in the drafting of
the Security Council Resolution 435. The

has all along acted in accordwith the terms of the agreement.

movement

events in

ance

paying attention to SWAPO’s position.
Apart from that, the UN Special
Representative exceeded the authority
vested in him by the Security Council by
gi%ång a green light to the deployment of

There is

tory that UNTAG has the blood of the

no single agreement that
prohibits the presence of SWAPO armed
forces in Namibia during the transitional
period. Mindful of its right to remain in
Namibia, SWAPO made <m important
concession by agreeing to withdraw its
troops into Angola. This concession is not
a
sign of weakness on the side of SWAPO.
It was made in order not to give South
Africa the pretext to jeopardise the implementation of the UN plan for
Namibia. By the same token, it is a reflec-

Namibian

tion of SWAPO’s commitment

a battalion of the SWATF
against
SWAPO’s armed forces in Northern

Namibia. By so doing, he
African army with a

issued the South
licence to kill

Namibians. The South Africans used this
licence effectively. It will go down in his-

people on its hands.

There is no justification whatsoever
with respect to the role that UNTAG

to

the UN

plan. •
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BOOK REVIEWS

Race, Class and the Apartheid State
by Harold Wolpe, OAU, Addis Ababa and UNESCO, Paris, 1988
Reviewed

by Donald P. Chimanikire

The main

objectives of Harold Wolpe
book, Race, Class and the Apartheid
State, are two. Firstly, the author exin his

amines theoretical formulations which
relevant

alternative

political
perspectives in contemporary South
are

to

Africa. He identifies theoretical

positions

the

relationship between race and
class and the nature of the political systerns which predominate in South African
on

literature and discusses their effects

on

political perspectives and analysis.
In his second objective, Wolpe indicates how the insights gained from the
theoretical critique may be utilised in
analysing the concrete conditions of
political struggle, although the reader
may be disappointed to sec that the
author does not provide a full and systematic analysis of the present conjuncture.

Wolpe’s book is composed of five
chapters:
•

•

Analysing the South African Political
System: theoretical obstacles;
Differing Conceptions of the
Economy, the State and Politics in

•

•

a

convincing

if the regime is unable to solve the
political crisis through repression or
limited refonns or, indeed a combination of both, it does not necessarily follow that the balance will
automatically be weighted in favour
of the national liberation movement
to

such

to

dislodge the present government or
other re^me committed to white

an

extent

that it will be able

any

supremacy.

Wolpe also gives what I think is sound
advice to the liberation movements that:
the

weakening of the South African

State, and in particular, of its military
and

African

studied. In

Chapter
Two, liberal modernisation theory of
colonialism of a special type is examined
and this is followed in Chapter Three with
race and class. Chapter Four provides a
periodisation of the political system in the
context are

eolation

Some

the

•

•

war’.

Apartheid

negotiations would
by, at the very least:
unconditionally releasing all political
prisoners, detainees, captured
freedom fighters and prisoners of war,
as well as ordering the cessation of
political trials.
lifting the State of Emergency,
withdrawing the army and police from
the townships.
repealing all repressive legislation and
all laws empowering the regime to limit
freedom of assembly, speech, the press

people might take issue with the
light of the current debate
that is going on in Southern Africa on how
best to resolve the apartheid issue:
through armed struggle or by negotiating
with the regime. This means that the
South African revolutionary struggle
author here in

stands

at

the crossroads. The liberation

movements

and the

mass

democratic op-

position movements generally agree that
for any meaningful dialogue to take place
between these organisations and the
South African authorities, certain condi¬

to

have to be met,

con-

by saying that:

The Periodisation of the

Prospects for Change.
The arguments are clearly developed
in a logical manner and are fairly convancing: In the first chapter, in order to open
up the issues to be discussed, three
obstacles to political analysis in the South
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The author makes
elusion

Africa;
Class, Race and Political Struggle;
Political System; and
The Present Conjuncture:

tions conducive

possible trajectory.

security forces requires an esof the anned stniggle inside
the country involving the shift from
‘armed propaganda’ to ‘people's

South
•

period of apartheid, which is taken to
have been inaugurated with the accession
to power of the National Party in 1948.
The final chapter examines certain
aspects of the present conjuncture and its

•

and

so on.

There is

no doubt that negotiations are
agenda in South Africa, but it appears that the above minimum conditions
would have tp be met by the regime
before any negotiations can start. While
clearly, conditions may arise in the future
which permit negotiations towards a settlement, under existing circumstances
there is little possibility of such a solution
to the political crisis.
Wolpe also touches on a topical issue
in his book. He correctly states that:
on

the

What

is

common

to

mass

democratic

opposition is the
for (a) the dismantling of
apartheid and the establishment of a
Unitary democratic political system
demand

based

on

one

together with
redistribution
resources as

person one vote,
some degree of
of the economic

outlined in the

Freedom Charter...

(ANC’s)
(b) thedisman-

tling of the giant corporations which
now exercise decisive power over all
sectors of the South African
economy, in order to ensure that a
Non-racial democratic regime can
exercise a degree of control over the
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

major economic resources in
agriculture, industry, mining and
finance, (c) the massive redistribution of resources in education, welfare, housing health and so forth in
favour of the black people, (d) the
rapid removal of the extreme inequalities in access to land through its

easily become

a charade designed to
mask continued white supremacy or a

of co-operation in which power,
shared, is not shared equally.
De Klerk speaks of a system that would

process

while

involve all
basis of

radical redistribution.

model of Namibia’s

decision-making on

a
When agreement

constitutional

dispensation which
to majority rule
minority dominations.

a

light of the above mass democratic
opposition demands, it is interesting to
note that the new National Party leader
and next President after the September 6,
1989 elections, F. W. de Klerk, is a man
with a rightwing background and a reformi.st reputation.
He sees the development of a federation of related parties, eventually including black parties, and perhaps with the
Turnhalle Alliance

in

could not be reached, the issue should be
settled by a "free referee". The NP favours

In

I

races

consensus.

would
or

be conducive

De Klerk advocates

a measure

of self-

government for separate race groups,

saying the diversity of the population
demands the creation of power-bases to
control particular interests. HLs party
stands for co-government on matters of
common
on

Democratic

(DTA) in mind or the

not

interest, and self-government

those of individual group interests.
While the De Klerk plan heralds some

shifts of detail in the way the country will
governed, it suggests that "change" in
the De Klerk era will have more to do with

Smith-Muzorewa Internal Settlement in
Rhodesia which briefly ushered in

be

"Rhodesia-Zimbabwe" government. Al-

style than content. De Klerk’s key principles for a "new South Africa" after the
September elections, are that the country
must be a democracy in which:

most

certainly he will release Mandela

and attempt to set up negotiations after
the elections, although probably only with
the homeland government, and Chief

Buthelezi, if he
It is obvious

can

get him.

•

No group

•

The

enough that reform on the

South African government’s terms could

dominates

or

is dominated.

independence of the judiciary is
upheld.

•

Civilised

•

A

norms apply.
dynamic economy thrives, based on
free enterprise.
•
Everybody lives in safety and harmony.
• There are
good neighbourly relationships with the international community.
However, the concept of "democracy"
and "domination" seem to imply that the
National Party’s thinking is nowhere near

the one-person one-vote system, which
the basic demand of resistance groups.

is
It
is clear that "democracy" under de Klerk

would be

a form of
racially-defined
federation with checks and balances to
rule out majoritarianism.

Given these

opposed versions of
ought to be, the author
no doubt in his
concluding remarks felt
obliged to proclaim that: the overthrow of
the regime and the apartheid system will
depend on escalation of the armed struggle and its tombinations with the insurtwo

what South Africa

rectionary movement.
On balance, the book is well researched and raises many important ison the situation in South Africa.
Both scholars and the liberation movements will find it timely and of great assissues

tance. •

Rural

Development and Planned Change
in Africa; An Analytical Overview
UNRISD, GENEVA 1972
Reviewed by I.

SllTl§Cl,

ResearchFellow, Department of Agriculture and Rural Development, Zimbabwe
Institute

The main theme of the book is centred

of Development Studies

The analysis comes in the aftermath of the

countries is discussed. In this account,

performance of cooperatives
in the context of rural development policy
and planning in Africa. The analysis cuts

First United Nations Development

reasons

Decade,

tives are given

across

different African countries
selected in case studies. These countries

One discusses

include Kenya, Senegal, Algeria, Zambia,

historical

Nigeria, Ghana and

cooperatives in selected African

around the

a

few

SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

more

others,

The book has four

of

chapters. Chapter
cooperatives in the context

development policy and planning. An
account

of the emergence

of

for the emergence of cooperaand these include ideological and philosophical considerations and
the need for structural change. Regard-

ing the latter, the link between cooperatives and land reform especially in the
Northern African countries is

ex-

41

pounded. Perhaps more important in this
discussion is his observation that the main

driving force behind the establishment of
cooperatives is social structural change as
opposed to economic considerations
which the cooperatives are normally intended to address.

Popular conceptions which view
cooperatives "as a means of broadening
the basis of popular socicil participation
in development" and as institutions "especially suitable for people of limited
education and wealth"

are

also discussed.

cooperatives. Finally, the author briefly
discusses cooperatives in the context of
socialism or capitalism and generalises
that cooperatives tend to be found both
m economically socialist and
capitalist
political re^mes. This aspect is not given
the attention it deserves. For instance,

ticipatory socialism in Africa is also
covered. Finally, the role of mternational
agencies and most important of them the
International Cooperative Alliance
which reviews the issue as an extension of
the class struggle is discussed,
The traditional society model forms

issue such

the

as

the differences and

similarities in the

conception of these in-

stitutions

as

as

well

in their nature and

character should have been discussed

thoroughly.
Chapter Two discusses the sources and

core

of the discussion under

en-

dogeneous influence. This model is based
on the premise that the "ethics and social
attitudes of African society are, or were,
inherently cooperative rather than individualistic". Here, UJAMAA is sighted

It
;>,

i

The author

points out that

some

of these

classical arguments are not supported by
African case material.
The

tendency by most Governments to
and control through its
bureaucratic structures normally erodes
the autonomy of the cooperative. In discussing the problems of evaluating
cooperatives, the author makes an important point, that some weaknesses in the
cooperatives may actually be a reflection
of other ills which may lie outside the
exert more power

42

models of cooperatives in Africa. The
author classifies them into "exogeneous
and endogeneous orientations". The

former refers to external factors which in-

fluenced the formation of cooperatives,
Examples of the Rochdale influence, the
unsuccessful attempt by Nigeria to adopt
the Moshev Land Policies of Israel and
the influence of Poland and Yugoslavia in
the development of cooperatives in
Africa are given. The influence of Scandinavian countries in the concept of par-

'

■

■

'

\

example. The traditional African
Society is also viewed in the context of
religion whose ideals include communalism. Finally, the concept of African
as an

socialism as an inspirational ideology is
also put forward,
The validity of some of these models is
questioned. Regarding the basis of the
traditional model, the author remarks, for
instance, that African rural life has been,
and continues to be more individualistic
than communalism in many regznds.
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

In

Chapter Three, an account of the
performance of cooperatives and social
change is given. He sets the tone of his discussion by pointing out that cooperatives
represent public policies aiming to
promote social change, self-help, social
participation, social education and social
ownership. In this discussion, he notes
that cooperatives are basically social
policies with economic attachments and
not the opposite.
The nature and character of development planning in most African countries
has been mainly interventionist or even
transformationist to a large extent. This
then results in Government-sponsored
cooperatives which almost always breed
a dependency
syndrome. Relatedly, the
author brings out an important implication arising from the situation where
government is at the centre of the
development of cooperatives. The point
is. Government articulates the ideals and
aims of activities of

cooperatives from
be little awareness and
comprehension of these issues
at grassroots level. This interventionist
approach adopted by most Governments
in rural development policy and planning
seems then to suggest that African socioeconomic systems at the rural level lack
above, and yet there

may

the internal pressures

which could

generate the necessary

of

innovations, improvement of marketing facilities, supply of credit, social equi-

The author warns that the tendency to
generalise the performance of coopera-

ty and economic considerations, administrative and organisational issues,

tive should be avoided. There are different kinds of cooperatives, production,

reduction, issues related to the ideals
cooperative movement, and the

marketing and consumer cooperatives.
He gives examples of cooperatives which
are set up by the rich for the rich, those
set up by the rich for the poor and those
set up by the poor for the poor. Thus, it is
difficult to make generalisations which

cost

of the

demonstration effect.
An eight-point policy proposal is then
suggested in the last chapter which deals
with policy implications. The proposals
are fairly broad and cover such
aspects as
membership, incomes and expenditure
issues, organisational capacity and administrative aspects, external links, equity and economic and social issues. Pertinent issues such as the role of competition, management training, women’s participation, social expenditure, incentives
and upward mobility of competent per-

sonnel

are

also discussed. These broad

proposals should best be conceived as a
general framework within which policies
could be developed.
An important observation is made
regarding the issue of social as opposed
to economic indicators. The point made
is that in assessing the impact of policy,
short-run indicators tend to outweigh
long-run considerations. Short-run impacts are mainly economic while long-run
effects tend to be social. It is seldom that
the economic benefits of a new develop-

cut across these

On the

whole, the author makes

book

fair-

rich

document. Some comparisons and analyses cut across different
categories of cooperatives and countries
while for others it is not possible. Although the book was published about two
decades ago, most of its contents are still
relevant in present-day situations. The
observation that cooperative development policies have on the whole not
yet
assumed systematic importance in
development planning for rural areas still
holds today. Zimbabwe has a lot to learn
from the experience and analysis
presented in the book given its thrust
a

towards the collectivisation of the

pacts so that once the economic indicator

agricultural sector in particular. Unfortunately, collectives have not been adequately covered in the discussion.
In the end, as the author rightly points
out, the problem is still the same, mainly
that the results of applied social develop-

is

ment

ment

examination of issues and indicators
such as the extent to which initiatives are

who

events

unworthwhile.

their basis.

taken at the

a

ly detailed attempt to document crosscountry comparisons and analyse the performance of cooperatives. This makes the

dynamism or
progressive change. There is, however, no
evidence to support this suggestion.
The writer concludes that the performance of cooperatives has generally been
poor. This conclusion is arrived at after
an

different kinds of

cooperatives.

will

organisation, such as cooperatives,
outweigh the cost. The important

issue here is that low income communities
tend to

respond

more to

economic im-

negative, participation by local people
are inherently risk-averse becomes

research

are

for action

released well after the

to

be taken

directly

on

cooperative level, adoption
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DEBATE

Excellent Work

on

the

Liberals, Comrade

Fataar, But...
M.. X.

Soweto

Comrades, please bear with the
delayed response to the enlightening artide by Alie Fataar in the March 1989
issue oiSAPEM. Some of the progressive
journals reach us with difficulty in these
parts. Still one hopes it is never too late to
enrich

discussion which appears to

be
of our regional publications, on a rather burning issue.
Comrade Fataar has done the patriotic
peoples of Southern Africa a great service by laying bare the pedigree of our
a

the first in any

liberal would-be saviours. One dares

ven-

the article is so informative
presented it during the 19851986 non-debate period, when the likes of
Ted Kennedy were being foisted on the
masses to weaken our will to
struggle and
to strengthen the illusion about liberal
saviours. Comrade Fataar would not have
ture to

say
that had he

made it out of certain sections of Zola and
Dlamini

townships without being
Blazing Tyre
from Uniroyal, Dunlop and Firestone.
The tyre was a timely, if unfortunate
reminder that the struggle could develop
awarded the Order of the

tocracy. This, then is the aim of the
sorted reformers such

as-

Zyl Slabbert, Beyers Naudé, Gavin Relly et al,
adequately described by Comrade Fataar
as "direct representatives" of
imperialism.
They seek to head off the confrontation
as van

bound to result from the open and tactless approach of the current guardians of
the settler-colonial

minority in Azania.
They seek to behead the National Liberation struggle.
Having thus presented us with so informative an exposé of one aspect of imperialism, the Comrade makes a truly jarring omission (or exclusion), when he
jumps from the efforts of the Pan
Africanist Congress (PAC) in 1960, to the
June 1976 Uprising, without a whisper
about other struggles in between which
the oppressed, exploited and colonised
waged against the oppressors, without
liberal patronage. The efforts initiated by
the likes of Steve Biko, Vuyelwa
Mashalaba, Strini Moodley, and other

such extreme intolerance of democratic

founders of the Black Consciousness
Movement (BCM), from the late 1960s,
made a direct contribution to the massive

debate, that it could have degenerated

workers’

into fascism.

Regardless, debate must
continue. It strengthens all streams of our

strikes, bus boycotts and other
campaigns of the 1972-1973 period, and
were solely
responsible for mobilising the

movement.

students who left the universities to work

Liberalism represents

the intellectual
advanced-guard of imperialism. Its
strategy is based on what is often called
enlightened self-interest. It co-opts sections of the oppressed through reforms so
that in a colonial situation, it might co-opt
the national bourgeoisie, or the local
landowners, traders and intelligentsia.
Where a skilled segment of the working
class develops, it seeks to separate this
segment from the vast masses of unskilled
labour, and the peasantry, and to convert
it into a flabby, wobbly-kneed labour aris¬
44

amongst black communities instead of
completing their careers. Certainly
noone else could claim
responsibility for
organising the Viva FRELIMO rallies of
1974, which were an important step in
building the mass militancy that led to the
June 1976 Uprisings. These events, and
the BCM organisations at their forefront,
cannot be written off from the history of
our struggle. Comrade Fataar has shown
great courage in tackling the sacred cow
of neo-colonial negotiated settlement
being hatched by the liberal wing of set-

tier-colonialism and
same

imperialism. That
has to be sustained in
to the existence and dynamism

courage

facing up

of the BCM, even when

one

does not

with that movement. Failure to acknowledge so vital a component of the
struggle plays into the hands of the
liberals and other imperialist factions
which seek to marginalise the BCM.
agree

The last issue we need to evaluate from
Comrade Fataar’s contribution is, ‘What
is to be the future of the South African
state

after liberation?’

forward

Boycotts are put
by the comrade as a method of

resistance. On the basis of Azanian his-

tory this century, no ally of the struggle
can

challenge the validity of that tactic. It
oppressed and isolates

consolidates the

and frustrates the state and settlercolonial power.

The goal of liberation,
however, cannot end at making minority
rule awkward

or

unworkable. It cannot

simply end with disrupting the functioning of the government of the current
ruling party. No Comrades! The salvation
of the Azanian
aimed

masses

lies in

a

strategy

destroying the settler-colonial
state. In the first chapter of The State and
Revolution, Russian revolutionary I. V.
Lenin points out that in any struggle
against the bourgeois state, the liberation
of the oppressed is dependent on the
destruction, not the disruption of the
state. Furthermore, he points out that the
main instruments of control employed by
the state are the army and the police
force, amongst others. Now, in the
Azanian context, these agencies constantly harass, brutalise and murder the
people as they wage the struggle in difat

ferent forms. Hence the need for the

people to develop their own capability to
contain and inflict damage on the state’s
instruments of

repression. For this, the
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

do not need

specialised and isodependent on foreign powers,
waiting to invade from distant lands. The
masses need to
develop combat skills
amongst the most politically advanced
elements from the working class, the
masses

lated units

j

j

1

peasants, the students and revolutionary
intellectuals. Such

structures exist in the

struggles in Peru and in the Philippines as
people’s armies. Certain elements in the
Azanian liberation movement have
shunned the question of armed struggle.

They give examples of the failure of certain non-analytical guerrilla-based struggles of the 1950s and 1960s to emancipate
the working class. Somehow, they have
found no fault with the validity of people’s
insurrectionary struggles in Vietnam and

Cuba. The

struggles

same case to

can

be made for those

be made for ours.

For the class alliance outlined above to

prosper, it is
initial phase

stated

essential that its goal in the
of the struggle be clearly

being that of defeating settlercolonialism and establishing a Black
Democratic Republic which will reverse
the degradation, contempt and impoverishment of the colonised people,
both indigenous and indentured. This is
an essential
stage towards establishing a
as

socialist state in

a

situation where the

people have been colonised. The struggle
for National Liberation, for Self-Determination, and the reassertion of the dignity of Black people must be led by a
cadre of workers who

have-developed

a

high consciousness of the history of the
oppressed, and of human society, other
struggles against modern imperialism,
the nature of the state, the labour theory
of

value, materialist dialectics and the

relationship between imperialism and
oppressed nations.
Credit for some of my comments on the
state goes

to an article under the

name

of

Cabanga, in the December 1988 issue of
th& Azanian Labour Journal published in
Johannesburg by the Labour Monitoring
Group. I have the strongest disagreements

with that article in that, like Com-

rade

Fataar’s, it marginalises the colonial
question in Azania. It fails to define all the
necessary steps to defeat local and
regional manifestations of imperialism. •
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OBITUARIES

c. L. R. James: End of
Gorkeh Gamal Nkrumah
Caribbean historian

Cyril Lionel
Robert James passed away of a chest infection, at the ripe old age of 88, on May
31, 1989, in London, England. London,
indeed gave a home to C. L. R. James for
much of his life. London also gave C. L.
R. James an opportunity to sample the
myriad experiences of colonial African
students and revolutionary activists,
many of whom, such as Ghana’s Kwame
Nkrumah and

would later

Kenya’s Jomo Kenyatta,

assume

the mantle of leader-

ship in the post-colonial period, after
leading their people to political independence. It was also in London that C.
L. R. James

published his first political
pamphlet, The Case for West Indian SelfGovernment in 1933. His subsequent
writings left an indelible mark on many
African and Caribbean revolutionists.
But who

was

the

man

C. L. R. James

behind the writing?

was

born in the Carib-

bean island of Trinidad

on

January 4,

was born into what might be
petty-bourgeois family. His
grandfather had been the first engineer of

1901. James

termed

a

African descent in Trinidad. His father
was a

James

schoolteacher, and of his mother
once

confessed that; "She read

perpetually, and as she put down books I
picked them up." This familial intellectual
ambiance in

no

small

measure

condi-

tioned the young James’ scholarly and
tellectual development. At the age

inof
nine, C. L. R. James won a coveted
scholarship to the Eton of Trinidad, the
Queen’s Royal College. Among his
closest childhood playmates was the
renowned Pan-Africanist agitator
George Padmore. Padmore (formerly
Malcolm Nurse) hailed from a similar social class background. George Padmore’s
father, who was something of an eccentric
in the conservative environment of

colonial Trinidad at the turn of the

cen-

tury, was one of James’ earliest mentors.
James was impressed by Nurse’s defiance
46

Era

an

Research Pellow, zids

of the British colonial authorities. Nurse

Christianity and converted to
Islam, decades before Malcolm X, in

agile mannerisms of young militant activists. Many sporting dreadlocks; proud
Rastafarians. And others, wearing the
huge "Afro" hairdo hallmark of the sixties

America did.

and the Black Power Period.

senior, also a distinguished schoolteacher
denounced

Railton

Marxism and Pan-Africanism
C. L. R. James’ intellectual evolution

might be thought idiosyncratic or isolated, but it was not. It was part and parcel of a historical process generated inadvertently by the anachronistic colonial
educational system of the Caribbean at
the time. As

a

reaction

to

the contradic-

tions of the conservative colonial educa-

tion, the cornerstone of which was the acceleration of social differentiation and
the accentuation of class demarcation

people of African descent in the
Caribbean, students of the cultivated elite
among

social strata rebelled. Marxist and Pan-

Africanism,

or a

combination of the two

ideological visions, inspired Caribbean
intellectuals. More specifically, it was the
organisational and theoretical crystallisation of the Pan-Africanist tradition,
coloured by their Marxist-Leninist
and/or Fabian Socialist tendencies, that
was

the

distinguishing legacy of the Intel-

lectual tradition of Caribbean
activism in its internationalist

political

or

supra-

nationalist dimension.
When I look

on

James’ humble and

visits to C. L. R.
poorly heated house

my

off Railton Road in the heart of London’s

Brixton, a certain nostalgic emotion wells
up within me. For me personally, his
death epitomises the end of an era. C. L.
R. James’ house was always teeming with
young Black Britons, mostly of AfricanCaribbean extraction like James himself.

sinewy and wiry; the stereotype bespectacled bookworm types. Other big
and burly six-footers, muscular and
mean-looking. Young men and young
women of all the various pigmentational
Some

hues of Africans. But all with the alert and

Road, fondly referred to by

Rastafarians and other Black Britons
the "Front Line"

was

the

scene

as

of pitched

battles between the

police or "pigs" as
popularly called, and the
alienated and marginalised Black British
youth of inner city urban Britain of the
1980s, many unemployed and on the dole.
These violent eruptions culminated in the
they

now

are

notorious Brixton Riots of 1981. In

September and October 1985, further
major outbreaks of violence erupted in a
number of British cities. The Handsworth

district of
of

Birmingham, the Toxteth area
Liverpool, and again in Brixton, Peck-

ham and Tottenham in London.
was a father figure to
of Black Britain’s youth, whose life
experiences and writings constituted a
cornerstone of the mythology of the Pan-

C. L. R. James

many

Africanist Movement in Britain. James
well

that the

depolilicisation of
youth and youth
of African descent in the diaspora constituted a most dangerous weapon unleashed against the Pan-African Movement. C. L. R. James was no passive observer of the history in the making all

was

aware

the African continental

1

around him.

j

Home of Exiles

C. L. R. James’ house at the crossroad

of

Shakespeare and Railton Roads was
something of a sanctuary, a library and a
classroom all in

Ghanaian, Nigerian,

i

Ugandan and South African/Azanian
self-styled revolutionaries often con-

j

one.

pegated
there. These were African exiles
in London of

multiplicity of ideological
political affiliations. But
all held the frail octogenerian in high esteem. In typical African fashion, that is to
a

convictions and

SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

the tradition of veneration of the
elderly, all seemed to respect him beyond

and childhood

say

measure.

Debates and discussions

place at James’ house. Many
landmarks of contemporary African and
Caribbean history were celebrated there.
The end of Portuguese colonialism in Angola, Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau
and the birth of Zimbabwe, the 1976
Black Consciousness Movement
inspired
student uprising in Azania/South Africa,
the Grenada Revolution engineered
by
I

the New Jewel Movement. It was as if that
humble house on Railton Road were a

Pan-Africanist shrine.

economic in the twentieth
a

century as

naked slave in the cotton
a

fields of

hundred years ago. But

Negro emancipation has expanded
with the centuries; what
and national in San

was

Domingo and

international urgency, entangling the future of a
hundred million Africans with all the
hopes and fears of Western Europe.
Thus wrote C. L. R. James in his His-

tory of Negro Revolt, published in 1938. In
1948, C. L. R. James completed his Notes
On Dialectics: Hegel, Marx and Lenith
which was revised and reprinted in 1980.

Earlier in 1937, James wrote World
Revolution, 1917-1936: The Rise and Fall
of the Communist International. C. L. R.
was

ested

in

nonetheless also most interwhat many armchair

revolutionaries regarded as
dane

more mun-

matters. He wrote

extensively about
the cultural significance of cricket in
Caribbean sociology and British imperial
history. James opened both batting and
bowling for the Maple Club of Trinidad.
In his

Beyond A Boundary, published in
1%3, James noted that, "the various first-

class clubs

represented the different

so-

cial strata in the island with
clearly
defined boundaries". The latest issue of
the cricketers’

magazine Wisden

ways by his side.
C. L. R. James

was

al-

joined the Trotskyist
compatriot

Movement. He was, unlike his
SAPEM AUGUST, 1989

con-

and Marxist-Leninism are irreconcilable.
Padmore came to his conclusions after a
visit to the USSR. James, on the other

hand, remained

a

self-styled Marxist for

the rest of his life even after he dissociated himself from the
Trotskyist
Movement in 1951. A transcript of James’
memoirs with Leon

Trotsky during a visit

Mexico in 1939 is reprinted in James’
At The Rendezvous
Of Victory, selected

writings, published in 1984. James joined
the Revolutionary Socialist League
(RSL) and was also an activist of the
American Socialist Workers’ Party
before his deportation from the USA.
Between 1958 and

returned

to

1962, C. L. R. James

the Caribbean

as

the

Secretary of the Federal Labour Party.
C. L. R. James’

local

America is today an

James

was

vinced, as he expounded in his PanAfricanism Or Communism, The Coming
Struggle In Africa, that Pan-Africanism

to

Today, the Rhodesian copper miner,
living the life of three shillings a week,
is but another cog in the wheels
of a
creaking world economy, as un-

Alabama

Pan-Africanism. Padmore

frequently

took

playmate George Pad-

interested in the synchronisation of
the principles of scientific socialism with
more,

most

celebrated classic

The Black Jacobins: Toussaint L ’Overture
and the San Domingo Revolution,

published in 1938, traces the history of the
self-assertive political contribution of
people of African descent in the
Americas and their struggle against
colonialism, European hegemony and
racism. The Black Jacobins focuses on the
Haitian Revolution as it conditioned the
course of international
history in the

nineteenth century. C. L. R. James

graphically detailed in his historical
masterpiece how British imperialist exploits and Napoleonic Revolution French
military campaigns in Europe learnt from
their defeat at the hands of ex-slave
African generals and army commanders
of Haiti. The

modern

strategies and tactics of
revolutionary warfare were first

perfected in Haiti, when Haitian Africans
resoundedly crushed the conventional armies of Imperial Spain and Great Britain
as well as those of
France, in the space of
a

a

novelist and

an art

literary critic, as well as a historian. His
Minty Alley published in 1936 in
London, was highly acclaimed in Caribbean circles at the time of its publication.
Earlier in 1932, James had published The
Life Of Captain Cipriani: An Account of
novel

a historical
study of the post-war
Trinidad Workingmen’s Association

was

(TWA) leader, Arthur Cipriani,

a

des-

Cendant of European settlers who was an
instrumental figure in the formation of
the Labour Movement in the Caribbean.
Two other important works of C. L. R.
James include Mariners,

Renegades and
Castaways: The Story Of Herman Melville
And The World We Live In,
published in
1953. The book included a last
chapter
dealing specifically and in descriptive
detail with James’ deportation from the
USA after US Government expulsion orders were issued against him in 1953. The
other important work is Nkmmah And
The Ghana Revolution published in 1977.
The resurgence of interest
concerning
Pan-Africanism in African academic, artistic and intellectual circles is

an

indis-

putable contemporary phenomenon.

Revolutionary

Pan-Africanist

personalities’ political careers and
theoretical writings now provide a practical guide for the present phase of the
African Revolution. C. L. R. James

regarded Kwame Nkrumah

as one

such

leader:
The countries known

as

under-

developed have produced the
greatest statesmen of the twentieth

century, men who have substantially
shape and direction of

altered the

world civilisation in the last

fifty
four in number:
Lenin, Gandhi, Mao-Tse-Tung and
Nkrumah
whatever the faults and
blunders of the under-developed
countries, they represent something
new in a
decaying world.
Together with Raya Dunayevskaya, the
Trotskyist activist of the Socialist
Workers Party, James founded the
"Johnson Forest" tendency to increase the
years.

They

are

—

awareness within the Marxist Movement
of race and gender issues. Of the militant

duo James

few decades.
C. L. R. James was

British Government in the West Indies. It

used the

"Johnson" and
"Forest".

pseudonym
Dunayevskaya was

In

1947, James and
Dunayevskaya collectively translated and
printed for the first time in English Karl
Marx’s Economic and Philosophical
Manuscripts. They also collectively

47

coined the term "State Capitalism" as
referred specifically to Stalin’s USSR.
In

a

it

frank, but controversial statement,

declared in

one

of last interviews he

engaged in, C. L. R. James stated
categorically:
/ do not know what are the African
roots of the language and culture of
Caribbean intellectuals. I

am

not

of the African roots, of my use
of the language and culture. 1 pay a
lot of respect to Africa. I have spoken
to many Africans. I have read their
literature. But we, of the Caribbean
have not got an African past. We are
black in skin, but the African civilisation is not ours. The basis of our
aware

civilisation in the Caribbean is

an

adaptation of Western Civilisation.
{TWBR Vol 1 No. 2, 1984.)
This notion contrasts

sharply with
some of the views on African inspired cultural liberation themes from the Caribthe Barbadian poet Edward Kamau Brathwaite admonishes:
bean. Indeed

That

as

the old

syndrome of
Caliban, and I say
this because although English was
the official and public language, we
have to remember that the African
languages and their creole forms
remained underground and submerged, but still present in society, so
that when we think of language in the
was

Prospero

versus

Unchanged: Language and

don

1984.)

Hindsight is often harsh in its judgeRetrospection is often hard in its

ment.

criticisms. James’

reasoning

on this parlinguistic issue runs
contrary to the established traditions

ticular cultmal and
such

as

that of the Rastafarian Move-

ment, and the emotive dictum of Marcus
Mosiah Garvey, and his Garveyist Movement who emphasised that Africa

belongs to the Africans both at home and
abroad. The Caribbean Pan-Africanist
Eusi Kwayana points out that: "the power
of art that Bob Marle/s music represented had done more to popularise the

GuyaneseGeorge G, M. James with his in-

sightful scholarly classic Stolen Legacy.
Hegelian dialectics and even Thackeray’s
Vanity Fair conditioned James’ intellectual development. As evident from his
writings, such as in
Black Jacobins for
instance, C. L. R. James categorically
rejected Hegel’s racist division of the international historical processes into "Historical" and "Non-Historical" nations and
races. Yet James never discounted his
own

intellectual indebtedness to

tual apart

Revolutionaries." {AJOPE Vol. 2, No. 1,
1988

p.76.) Again, David Dalby (in his
Element in American English
in Rappin’ and Stylin’ Out: CommunicaThe African

tion in Urban Black America, T. Kochman

ed., 1972 p.l73) further sheds light on the
African dimension of Africa-American
and Caribbean culture.
C. L. R. James confessed in

Beyond A

Boundary, published in 1%3 that:
It

was

only long years after that I un-

derstood the limitation

of spirit,

vision and self-respect which was im-

posed

on us

by the fact that

our

ness was to

the
spoke English and English was
a model from the metropole, the
people, the slaves and labourers still
continued to speak their own versions either of English or of an
African language. So that the revolt
possibilities were always there in the
submerged language. (C. Searle,

low Caribbean historian, the
born

several decades of backbreaking work by
Pan-Africanists and International

elite

colonial situation, we

a
Revolutionary Pan-Africanist
protagonist. Perhaps not quite like his fel-

real issues of African liberation than

have also to realise that although

a

up on a colonial diet of English, Greek
and Latin, Yet C. L. R. James emerged as

Marx, Lenin and Trotsky.

of
moralism, everything began from the
basis that Britain was the source of
all light and leading and our busi-

Caribbean in

48

Words

Revolution in Grenada, ZED, Lon-

masters, our curriculum, our code

admire, wonder, imitate,

learn; our criterion of success wasHo
have succeeded in
distant
course,

approaching that
ideal
to attain it was, of
impossible.
—

C. L. R. James

was essentially a
product of the bourgeois mtellectual cul-

ture

C. L. R. James

was a

Hegel,

militant intellec-

from the emotive or populist
appeal of the Revolutionary PanAfricanist genre. James was neither a
Nkrumah, nor a Marcus Mosiah
Garvey. He never paid dearly for his
Kwame

political activism,

nor for serious miscalculations. However, another of his com-

patriots, Eric Williams who wrote
Capitalism and Slavery in 1944, later became

Prime Minister of Trinidad. Wil-

Hams

once

a

student of James, im-

prisoned his former mentor following
serious ideological and political disagreement.

James

during his lifetime often
Indeed, through his prolific writings, C. L.
R. James has profoundly affected ideas
about culture and history, ideology and
politics as these themes pertain specifically to the world of Africans and their
was

referred to fondly as the "Black Plato".

descendants in the Americas, the Caribbean and

Europe. A knowledge of the
writings of C. L. R. James is virtually indispensable to any serious student of the
contribution of the African Diaspora to
world history. James indeed led an eventful life.

•

of the colonial Caribbean. He grew
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Godwin Matatu
Judith Todd
No one could pretend

that Godwin was
friend. Brave loyal, generous,
dogged, fun — all these things and more,
but easy never. It was as though when he
spotted a goal you had to see and pursue
it too. All obstacles were there simply to
be overcome; all objections to be brushed
an

aside.

!

j

He liked to gather two or three friends,
preferably colleagues, to journey off with
him laughing and joking or anxious and
intent to explore the trickiest situation or
to find the most elusive person. That’s
when his sleuthing instincts would hardly
ever fail. Contacts would be
dug out of the
lowhest to the most lofty of places, from
pubs to the President’s office; the quarry
would be sighted then finally run to earth,
And the quarry would most times turn out
to be glad to see Godwin.
I write as though I was often with him
although in reality I went questioning with

of Godwin’s

myriad journeys,
mishaps, successes. His exploits will continue being recounted and no doubt many
who never had the good fortune to know
him will come to feel that they did. They
will learn of how Godwin was not only an
observer but also a participant; not only a
celebr2mt; but also a mourner.
more

easy

One of the memories Godwin has left
a time on a
dusty back road in

is of

Plumtree where he met and Ustened to a
whose political misfortunes had

man

been translated into

physical devastation.

When the terrible story was finished there
was a

The late Godwin Matatu

him and friends only four

or five times,
of the best things for me about
our
friendship was the other friends from
many countries I made through him.

But

short silence. Then, before the

man’s astonished eyes,

one

Godwin bowed his
head, cleared his throat and said, "I’m
sorry. On behalf of everyone I’m sorry.
Please forgive us all."*

Through them, of course, I have learned
•.SSSSSSNSSSSW.*.
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NEWSLETTER

s
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The SAFES Newsletter column is

designed to provide a
topical issues, research
seminars, workshops and on-going research activities.

forum for theoretical debates

on the Twelfth Southern
African Universities Social

Report

on

The Editor invites social science research institutions and

Science Conference (SAUSSC)

other academic establishments and scholars to send

reports on research in progress,

regular
seminars, conferences and

3-7

July, 1989, University of Botswana,
Gaborone

workshops.

SADCC: Problems and Prospects for

Regional

Cooperation
The theme of this conference

The SAFES Seminar Series

was most

relevant for both

social science scholars and the liberation movements to review
socio-economic and
In

Seventh and

Eighth Seminar presentations, the crisis
of intellectuals and the problems of indigenisation of
scholarships in Africa came under close scrutiny. With the
deepening socio-economic crisis so too has the malaise of
African intellectuals intensified. Once again the African left is
our

faced with

herculean task

that of providing an

alternative
feasible alternative to the
failed socialism of the last two decades. According to Brian
Raftopoulos, in his paper; "The Africa Crisis and the Left"
(SAFES Seminar No. 8) — imperialism, the problem of
existing social systems, and the hegemonisation of liberation
struggles, make socialist alternatives unavailable for most
a

analytical paradigm

as

—

well

as a

Third World societies. The intellectuals

defined

on

the left

—

political factors that have shaped the
region thus far. More so because SADCC will be
celebrating its 10th anniversary soon.
This conference also provided an opportunity moment for
scholars to reflect on the viability and potentiality of the
SADCC initiative as well as to project on its future direction

SADCC

particularly in the light of the changing international
politico-economic scene and the peace talks in Southern
Africa.

After an intense four day deliberation conference
participants passed resolutions as follows:

the left

amorphous grouping — has also been unable to
generate a new theory of transition that is not mechanistic by
posing socialism as an absolute automatic trajectory for a

SADCC Relations With South Africa

as an

capitalism in crisis. Thus the debate on the left, and the
indigenisation of dialectical materialism in Africa is long
overdue. The hegemonisation of the working class, as the
progressive vanguard, in the face of the rapid expansion of the
informal sector, and the diskilling of the labour process in the
Third World also necessitates

a

new

definition of the

constituency of the left as well as a new strategy for
mobilisation. Clearly the "Statist" concept of transformation —
under conditions of neo-colonialism has proved illusory —
should the left be party to authoritarianism? Does democratic
centralism necessarily entail autocracy?
Our next seminar; "Collaborating and Imperialism" is
scheduled for 9th August, 1989, at the SAFES Centre. •

•

Supports and endorses steps being taken by SADCC
member countries to

•

safeguard their political
independence from South African aggressions and
imperialist machinations.
Realising the intricate economic relations as a result of
historical, geographical and socio-economic dependence
on South African economy by many SADCC member
countries, participants recommended that:
(a) SADCC Secretariat commissioned further feasibility
studies to see how manufacturing, trade, transport and
communication information, employment and education
can be made to reduce SADCC dependence on South
African economy.

(b) Legal and institutional framework upon which some
SADCC member states have been made so dependent on
South Africa could be reviewed and revised
enhance to full

so

participation African states in such
legal framework.

50

as

to

a new
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That

given the inevitability of politico-economic

Debate

transformation in South Africa, SADCC needs to

strengthen its support of the liberation

movements and

on

the

"Invest in the

members of the Mass Democratic Movement within South
Africa.

Peasantry

Peasantry"

SADCC Area (Jrassroots

Development

Debate

Relations Within SADCC Member
Countries
SADCC states should strive towards

democratic structures

SADCC must invest

heavily in the peasantry in all the nine
region. The SADCC governments must
counteract the forces oppressing the
peasantry by |ironK)ling
grassroots level unity. Hundreds of promotion [irogrammes
must be developed for agricultural and industrial
[irodiietion
by the pea.santry in this area. The SADCC Area (Irassroots
Development Debate launched at the Ridgeway lb)tel in
Lusaka focused on these i.ssue.s, and the numerous
community
initiatives by the pea.santry and other groups going on in
countries of the

establishing

whereby grassroots participation in

SADCC economic and social activities is mobili.sed and

plural opinions are accommodated. This is the basis for
unity against external threat.
That SADCC original goals and objectives be reviewed
with a view to giving it different priorities with more
emphasis on economic integration in order to further
reduce its dependence on South African economy.
That t'.ie SADCC Secretariat operation and its relations to
national institutions be critically examined in order to
enhance
the
Secretariat
participation of
intra-intcr-SADCC economic development.
That SADCC must diversify its
priority projects from
transport and communication to energy, manufacturing,
agriculture, trade, information, employment, legal and
indigenous infrastructure which will basically influence the
direction of SADCC in the next ten years.
That SADCC encourages and
supports research
undertaken by scholars and academics within SADCC
region in order to enhance active participation in SADCC
activities by all groups of people within the

region.

thousands of local communities all around the
SADCC countries should

ensure

that

a

area.

majority of the

investments in production go to the peasantry — especially
investment in agricultural production. If the average villager
is to contribute

to meeting the increasing demand for food and
agricultural products, and raising incomes to enhance
purchasing power to provide a growing di)mestic market for
industries, it is imperative, deliberately and resolutely, to
direct development services, resources and facilities to the
village level, i.e. the poorest.
It must be recognized, and full appreciated, that
development resources and facilities will neither pour nor
trickle down to the villages from development
agencies
automatically as crrstle.ss and painless voluntary gifts. Villages
must be
organi.scd and collectively strengthened to demand
and procure the development necessities, in order to receive

other

their fair share of the nation’s

resources

and wealth

—

in each

and every nation of the SADCC

SADCC Relations With Aid Donor
Countries
•

That SADCC views aid

given with political strings

attached.
•

That SADCC Secretariat be involved in the

negotiations
leading to obtaining foreign aid even at the bilateral level.
This will perhaps prevent foreign aid to undermine the
strength and the overall political, economic and social
goals of SADCC.

•

That the international

community should accentuate the
apartheid through comprehensive and
mandatory economic sanctions and the freezing of loans to
the apartheid regime.
That SADCC member countries
critically review the
l.MF/World Bank structural adjustment
programmes
isolation of

•

together with their attendant destabilising austerity

region. The problem lies in
the bargaining and organisational weakness of the
villagers,
vis-a-vis the dominant forces in the political
economy of the
region. Villagers yield little power — certainly, nothing
compared to their numerical population strength. The
governments can help here by encouraging joint efforts of all
kinds by the ma.sscs of their people.
The way forward for the peasantry of the
region lies in
independent cooperative effort, backed by all concerned with
development. Those concerned with the development of the
peasantry have to enhance self-reliant cooperative community
development effort. Those concerned with the development
of the peasantry have to increase the villagers’
capacity to be
masters of their own livelihood. The rural
.community
development facilitators would seek jointly —' in genuine
partnership with villagers — to channel efforts towards some
of the
•

measures.

a

The thirteenth SAUSSC conference is scheduled to be held
the University of Zambia, Lusaka: under the theme

"Prospects for a Negotiated Settlement in South Africa and
the Implications for the SADCC Region". •

•

following:
Identifying untapped resources available to rural
communities and finding ways and means of enhancing
them to great utility, either for direct
consumption or
market exchange.
Identifying where production can be expanded or
intensified, using accessible material, manpower and
monetary resources.
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•

Identifying and giving priority to production of items
by the community, more than production for
outside markets, as a basis for developing community
needed

should not

reverse

self-reliance
•

sufficiency.
Identifying lacking social facilities, which can be operated
independently by the rural communities concerned.

As Mr. Akashambatwa

Lewanika, the Chairman of the
Economics Association of Zambia, said recently in an address

community extension workers in rural Zambia, "The mission
development for the masses is a long-deferred historical
imperative — an unfulfilled promise of both colonial and
post-colonial governments. This is not to blame the

to

of

colonialists

or

to

belittle the achievements of the

post-independence governments — but to urge all of us to
redouble efforts for development. Nobody owes the villager
development. The villager owes it to him- or herself. Similarly,
nobody owes Zambia and Africa development;. Zambia and
Africa owe development to themselves.

Region Community Animateurs International
Conference (CAIC) is expected — among other things — to
start a process of uniting the people and communities at the
grassrewts level to complement and cement the unity of
governments in SADCC. The governments of SADCC
countries are uniting to defeat South Africa’s economic
development.

The

peoples of SADCC countries should be united in their
community self-reliant spirit to support their governments and
one

solid foundation

on

which the entire

development

be developed and promoted. The first step in this
process is the CAIC, which shall be the first of its kind in
exchanging experiences, ideas and initiatives: a Grassroots
Development Debate Within SADCC Countries. This debate,
or dialogue, will continue through a network of newsletters,
visits, training programmes, conferences and many other
initiatives. It is hoped that grassroots communities will be
holding international conferences on a rotational basis within
SADCC countries. The development wheel has started! We
process shall

52

together with SADCC, this

Any meaningful development process, especially in Africa,
has

necessarily to address itself to the peasantry, who make up
majority of those involved in grassroots community-level
production. Unless the peasantry learns, adapts and develops
relevant productive techniques and tools, to talk of
development — in the sense of uplifting the standard of living
of the majority — will be only a pipedream. Development is
based on the effective and meaningful participation of the
peasantry and other industrious communities. They are the
the

on which the entire state edifice and the
life in our nations is erected. The most rewarding
development investment on the continent today is investment
in the peasantry!

foundation, the rock,

web of daily

Development Initiatives and Experiences

The SADCC

make

us move

level.

Production at the Grassroots

Unity at the Grassroots

domination and to establish self-reliance in

it! Let

time at the grassroots

The

development

process

is multi-faceted, diverse and

intricate. To learn from each other, we need real life practical
accounts and demonstrations, which can stimulate our minds
into

learning and adapting skills needed in our encounter with
production and operations to achieve our everyday needs.
The CAIC, in addition to bringing practitioners together,
will provide lessons of theoretical importance. The conference
will explore avenues of popular community participation, and
will identify training needs and requirements needed for
effective uplift of the masses of the people who we are trying
to serve.

The

of the conference will be used and

outcomes

reviewed from time

to

time within SADCC countries. This

conference is the first

push in the SADCC Grassroots
Development Wheel and launching of the Grassroots
Development Debate on a regional level at the grassroots. The
Wheel will go on and on. The challenge faces all of us SADCC.
Donald

Chanda, International Cordinator, CAIC
Conference Organising Committee, 2nd September, 1988. •
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LONRHO
The associated companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
make Lonrho one of Zimbabwe’s most effective income
generators in tbe areas of mining, manufacturing and

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited
Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited
W Dahmer &.

Company (Private) Limited

agriculture.
CrittalLHope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited
Eastern Districts Engineers

(Private) Limited

Engineering Research and
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records

Company

(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services (Private) Limited

Independence Mining (Private) Limited
Italian Coachhuilders (Private) Limited
Lonrho Motor Industries Limited

Mobile Motors (Private) Limited : Associate
National Blankets

(Private) Limited

Savannah Wildlife Division
Simms Electrical and Diesel
Services (Private) Limited

Teal Record Company (C.A.) Limited

Turnpan Zimbabwe Limited

Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughbys Consolidated PLC
Zambezi Coachworks Limited
Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

Part of the

strength of Zimbabwe
LINTAS; WORLDWIDE 8186
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES:

NEW TITLES FROM SAFES

Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and Other Poems

Christopher Henry Muwanga Barlow
anthology, Barlow traces the history of contemporary Uganda. From nolstagic
early excitement of uhuru, through to the growing disillusionment and
faded idealism of later years when hard realities must be faced, the poems stand as
witness to the unfolding story of independent Africa,
In this

memories of the

Women in Zimbabwe
Elinor Batezat and

Margaret Mwalo

Women in Zimbabwe constitutes a
and is

one

major contribution to the study of women in society
specific key areas, Batezat

of the first of its kind in Zimbabwe. Focusing on

present an overview of the social, political and economic status of women
by reviewing the colonial heritage and charting the changes that have
occurred since independence in the fields of education, health, employment and

and Mwalo

in Zimbabwe

agriculture.

Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy in Africa
Issa

SE

Shivji

publication contains two lectures given by the author at public student
gatherings at the University of Zimbabwe in 1988, during his sabbatical as a SAFES
Visiting Fellow. The lectures discuss the role of students and workers in the struggle
against neo-colonialism and identify the forces required to create the New Democratic
This small

SL-..

&5.'

State in Africa.

Available from: SAFES Publications, P.O.

Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe

